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Cats Willed Cash, ;w. 
Leave Home Anyway 

SAN DIEGO, Calif., July 1 i/D. 
Cats come and go. That was one 
reason $2000 willed to “my 
beautiful pet pussy cats” by a 
retired civil’ engineer and 
teacher was ruled out in oourt 
here today. 

Wi: 
died 
made a will Oct. 26, 1946, speci¬ 
fying the money be used for 

c u>aay. 

the pets. 
Probate Judge Arthur L. 

Mundo held there was no way 
of knowing whether the cats 
referred to in the will were the 
same as those Bowker had when 
he died. 

A daughter. Miss* Elizabeth 
Dorothy Bowker, said her 
father at one time had as many 
as 22 cats. When the will was 
hied a month ago, 14 were men¬ 
tioned. Miss Bowker said there 
actually were only seven. 

The Court authorized Miss 
Bowker to make any disposition 
of the£ats “she deems proper.” 
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The Hollywood Rainbow Bandits 
During broad daylight—in the Autumn of 

1941 — at intervals of a few days — two 
astonishing Holdups occurred — the Bold¬ 
ness and success of which has not been sur¬ 
passed by any robbery crime in the past 
decade. 

The first—a huge catch—involving the 
disappearance of several Hundreds of 
Thousands Dollars worth of expensive 
FURS. 

The other—the getting away with over a 
Half Million Dollars value of magnificent 
jewelry — expensive Gems — including the 
choicest specimens—some belonging to the 
elite of the Movie Colony. 

The Fur robbery was carried out by sev¬ 
eral masked men, who entered the store— 
rounded up the help — covering them with 
guns—binding — gagging and hiding the 
unfortunates during the Looting—the Rob¬ 
bers quietly and unmolested taking the most 
expensive Furs from off the Models and 
Store Display — carrying the goods outside 
and loading on to an awaiting truck—which 
drove away—in a crowded thoroughfare 
—at the time that passers by were innocent¬ 
ly ignorant of what was taking place. 

In the case of the Big Jewelry haul—so 
the story goes—it was done by the old ruse 
of going to the entrance shipping Door— 
ringing the Bell—ostensibly to deliver a 
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shipping order of goods — the door— on be¬ 
ing opened by the unsuspecting help—they 
entered—bound—gagged and threaten¬ 
ing the help — hastily scooped up over Half 
a Million dollars of the Finest Gems and 
Jewelry — and departed. 

As in the Fur robbery—the vague de¬ 
scription of the men and clues were hazy — 
and apparently not of much assistance that 
might lead to the capture of the daring 
gang. Men appeared foreign — swarthy — 
medium to heavy set—and not of unusual 
height — about the average. 

In the jewel robbery—the onlv outstand¬ 
ing clue — was a conspicuous RED colored 
car — kept with the engine running—from 
which the looters alighted and boarded with 
the stolen goods—that pulled away and 
disappeared in the traffic. 

I analysed and deduced that this car was 
a "DECOY" — the description of which 
would be broadcasted—and use as a blind 
to evade capture — the men undoubtedly 
changing from the Red car—boarded an¬ 
other car awaiting—and make a well plan¬ 
ned get away with the valuable loot. 

It is self evident that each robbery was 
very carefully planned—to the most minute 
detail—by a clever and experienced gang 
who were old hands at the business — such 
types being resourceful—desperate—cool 
and artists in their line of pulling off the Big 
Stuff. Having obtained some meagre in¬ 
formation on both jobs—I concluded it was 
an out-of-town scheme — successfuly ex- 
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ecuted by Eastern experts—and that sooner 
or later I would be called in to solve the 
problem and catch the criminals. 

With that in mind—I kept my ear to the 
ground — analysing the several angles of 
both cases—making deductions — eliminat¬ 
ing the improbables—planned accordingly 
and schemed certain details in line with 
ideas I had—to capture the bandits and re¬ 
cover the stolen loot. The boldness and 
similarity of the robberies convinced me — 
they were executed by the same gang. 

Anticipating being called into the case— 
I visited the Fur Store—obtaining a descrip¬ 
tion of the stolen goods—also photographs, 
etc., of any particular furs of outstanding 
merit. I was fortunate in getting some il¬ 
lustrations and literature — and with other 
essential details—that formed an excellent 
background to enable me to recognize all 
or part of the property. 

An accurate description of the Missing 
Gems was gained from the Jewelry people 
—they having it recorded on the Insurance 
Policy carried by them to cover losses—in 
fact I got a complete copy of the Policies. 
From each of these sources—I was de¬ 
scriptively equipped with Evidence details 
—that should prove to be convincing. Not 
having anything particular to do—awaiting 
dinner—I stepped to my book-shelves and 
idly poring over the libraries voluminous 
contents chanced to spy a note book—hav¬ 
ing records of a broad field of research and 
experimental work—was studiously per¬ 
using same—and alighting on two special 
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items of interest—was underlining them in 
Red pencil — when I was aroused from 
thoughtful meditation by a loud Ring—Rr- 
U-nn-gg. 

Started by its sudden disturbing of my 
peaceful browse—I jumped to the phone- 
lifted the Receiver—saying Biz-Quiz talking 
—your name please. Replying, a man's 
voice said: Can you meet me at the Fur 
Store ten A. M. tomorrow, for a conference to 
which I replied: Yes, and hooked up the 
Phone. 

Dinner being ready, I walked to the din¬ 
ing room—and during the eating, a couple 
of important experiments — I had made 
sometime back—were vividly impressed on 
my mind. So after the eats I again scanned 
the notes of this entertaining research— 
when an Idea focused in my brain—to 
which I devoted several hours—keeping me 
awake until about 2 A.M., during which 
time I worked out in detail—that resulted in 
the planning of an assembled device that 
might be successful at the opportune time. 

Dropping off into a sound and refreshing 
sleep—I awakened about 8 A.M. Arising 
and partaking of an appetizing breakfast— 
bacon, eggs, toast, coffee, etc.—and having 
a shave—dressed and jumping into the Car 
—speeded downtown—arriving at the Fur 
Store — on time. The information clerk 
ushered me into the Private Office of the Fur 
proprietor — with a Visitor — the Jewelry 
Shop Owner. The three of us—in confer¬ 
ence discussed in detail the several angles 
of the robbery, at the conclusion of which I 
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was instructed to leave no stone unturned 
to track down and bring the criminals to 
justice—there being no strings attached— 
neither time, money or any essentials was 
to be spared. 

Arising—the Fur man went to the phone 
and contacting the Bank manager instruct¬ 
ed him to credit my account to the time of 
Two Thousand dollars—subject to my with¬ 
drawal for investigation purposes—and any 
additional I might need—at the conclusion 
of which I bid the two riches good day—de¬ 
parted— entered my car and speeded for 
home. Having a light lunch—resting in a 
comfortable club chair—I stretched my legs 
—filled a pipe with choice tobacco—struck 
a match, ignited the soothing weed—and 
became entranced in the puffing of dreamy 
clouds emanating from the pipe, that curled 
upwards—outwards to the right and left— 
assuming fantastically shaped forms in the 
light and dark smoke coloration—finally 
disappearing as invisible heat. 

Being thus interestingly entertained—in 
thoughtful meditation—I conjectured in my 
mind—plan after plan of action—which con¬ 
centration and acute mesmeric influence— 
due to watching the gyrating pipe smoke— 
my brain was very keen—so to speak— 
razor edge mentally sharp—I, being in the 
mood both psychologically and creatively 
to plan a solution of the crime—that I felt 
certain would be successful—so making 
notations and a mental picture of the 
scheme—concluded I had a gastight— 
safety first, sure click means to capture the 
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gang—which necessitated a watchful wait¬ 
ing policy. 

Feeling hilly satisfied at the theoretical 
progress of the plan I extinguished the pipe 
— and carefully placing my comforting 
silent companion in a safe place, sauntered 
in to the bedroom, and carefully collected 
the necessary clothes—shirts, socks, under¬ 
wear. collars, other attire -shaving outfit- 
trusted revolver, etc., that were needed 
while absent from home. 

For several days—I worked out the de¬ 
tails of my research experiments, so going 
to town acquired from a University Professor 
certain apparatus needed to complete my 
assembly—which I carefully tested—then 
securely packed and secreted in a special 
grip I had for that purpose—saying to my¬ 
self—if this is as successful on the criminal 
as in the Laboratory—Biz-Quiz will or should 
be sitting Top-o'-the-World. 

All being ready to the minutest detail 
(never leaving anything to chance) the next 
mom at 9 o'clock I boarded an Air-Plane for 
Chicago Arriving there in a few hours— 
hailed a Taxi and checked in at the best 
Hotel in the City. 

Visiting a Barber shop—being freshened 
up—I exited—and feeling alert for investi¬ 
gation—wandered among the underworld 
section—inspecting the pawn shops and 
contents—asking suitable questions of an 
informative nature—strolling in and about 
the dives--with which I was familiar— 
hunted up several of my stoolie eavesdrop¬ 
pers—having on my list the class of in- 
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dividual who passed along essential infor¬ 
mation for a valuable consideration. I had 
several secret confabs with those who 
should know—with my ear to the ground 
for the least unsuspecting word dropped— 
and making notations for study and refer¬ 
ence—to weave a net if possible. I had in¬ 
terviewed the Police, Pawnbrokers, fences 
and other avenues for the disposal of stolen 
goods, but no information was available 
that cast any light on the problem I was de¬ 
tailed to solve. However, the sleuth outfit 
told me that some of the Big Shot operators 
had been out of town for several weeks — 
there having been a lull in that type of 
plundering—and so far as they were aware 
some of the gang had not returned. This at 
least suggested a possibility that the Chi¬ 
cago bandits had taken a vacation to the 
West Coast—and become active—so as to 
replenish a probable "empty larder." This 
being the total result of my preliminary sur¬ 
vey—I returned to the Hotel — catalogued 
my notes in sequence — segregating the 
"cream" from the "skimmed milk" and or¬ 
ganized my plan of action. 

Retiring to bed at an early hour—after an 
excellent undisturbed night's sleep—I was 
awakened by the room clerk at 8:30 A. M.— 
had a hearty breakfast—and intending to 
sightsee the town—to become familiar with 
any new places—especially in the suburbs 
—I hailed a roomy comfortable private Auto 
—and instructed the Chauffeur to drive 
around—no place in particular—just an in¬ 
spection tour of all to be seen. 
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Alter winding our way-in and around 
tho dense city traffic-we arrived in the sub 
urbs and residential district—and turninq 
down one of the main thoroughfares, we 
chanced to follow an expensive Auto at a 
distance of a few hundred feet—and the 
Avenue being somewhat traffic bound, it 
gave the slow down signal—so that instead 
of passing the Auto—they signalled Stop— 
wo slowed down and stopped. The expen¬ 
sive Auto interested me—so. curious like, I 
dosired to see the occupants. 

The chauffeur opened the door — from 
which alighted a prosperous looking fellow 
— who assisted a very stylishly dressed 
woman—sporting a magnificent Fur. 

Hello—says I—there is something striking 
about that attire— so intently watching the 
beauty leave the Car and enter the resi¬ 
dence—taking out my note book—I record¬ 
ed the Car's license number—type and 
make—saying to myself — there may be 
something here—and asked the chauffeur 
to drive me back to the hotel—on arrival— 
paying him well for the service—I elevated 
to my room. 

Walking over to the clothes closet—I un¬ 
locked the door, lifted therefrom my secret 
Grip—extracted my private book of records 
and from the brief case files — took the il¬ 
lustrations—photographs, sales literature 
and deceptive notes given to me by the Fur 
man. On studying the same there was a 
very striking photo with an accurate de¬ 
scription that seemed to fit in perfectly with 
tho garment covering the lady—this par- 
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ticular Fur having some very unusual and 
conspicuous markings of a striking design 
and pattern — not only the markings—but 
outstanding light and shade effects—due to 
sheen and texture that effected the light that 
was reflected. Pondering over this appar¬ 
ently lucky break—it was logical and com¬ 
mon sense for me to trace this clue to a 
finality before making any other move in 
other directions—it being very improbable 
that there was an exactly similar duplicate 
Fur of this kind—it being so unique. 

The next mom I went to the Traffic dept, 
and checking the Auto License number, 
obtained the name and address of the Own¬ 
er—then hired a Taxi—speeded to the house 
address—stopped a distance away, alight¬ 
ed from the Taxi—took a critical look and 
informative survey of the place — mentally 
noting several essentials—constructive de¬ 
tails of the building — approaches — en¬ 
trances— exits—windows—doors— shrub¬ 
bery—hide-outs, etc.—obtaining a fine view 
of the front, rear and both sides—nature of 
roof, methods of escape for occupants—the 
intercepting of people escaping — the most 
suitable locations for me to operate—also 
carefully studied the minutest details—if I 
decided to capture by my planned means. 

Being a master of detail—I always organ¬ 
ized to the nth degree—so as to avoid any 
slip in the plan—in which I endeavored to 
anticipate every foreseen and unforeseen 
contingency, liable to be encountered, that 
might frustrate the capture of the gang with¬ 
out bloodshed, not only having to perfect 
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the means for my efficient activity —and 
safety — but also to avoid and nullify_by 
figuring in advance — the mental reaction 
—Ingenuity—resourcefulness and probable 
activity of the criminals when alarmed at 
probable capture. 

My success depended upon brain effi¬ 
ciency, choosing the path of least resistance 
—relying on the element of surprise—minus 
the rough stuff—having the ideal, the exact 
science of ingenuity plus efficient execution 
—cooperating a well devised plan involving 
dovetailed operative actualities — leaving 
nothing to chance or luck—I having the ad¬ 
vantage of well thought out strategy and 
tactics — whilst the criminals were com¬ 
pelled to decide quickly a situation involv¬ 
ing emergency unpreparedness—having to 
think and act on the spur of the moment. My 
handicap was the fact that I was a singleton 
plus science—competing with several des¬ 
perate robbers. My mentality was cool, 
calculating and controllable—theirs being 
nervously excitable and erratic—relying on 
the protection of firearms. 

This being a planned night capture—the 
darker the better—which necessitated the 
frequent visiting after dark—so as to fa¬ 
miliarize with the contingencies and pitfalls 
of night operation—particularly to watch 
the habits of the gang. 

By careful sleuthing—I was satisfied— 
from what I perceived and overheard— 
these were the culprits needed — feeling 
very certain of a successful capture—so the 
next few days were devoted to the testing of 
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my outfit—which on rehearsing—was per¬ 
fection in every possible manner—so at last 
I decided to act—the night chosen being 
ideal—the blackest of the black—with a 
slight breeze blowing that camouflaged the 
uncanny death-like stillness of the occasion. 
Being dressed in dark attire—in appearance 
a prosperous business man—I phoned for a 
Taxi. 

On arrival. I loaded it with my devices— 
assembled for action—jumped into the car. 
and was driven to a place—about three 
blocks from the rendezvous—where I alight¬ 
ed, paid the Taxi driver his fare, unload¬ 
ed the apparatus. He sped away. I leisurely 
detoured to the place—entered the spacious 
grounds—stealthily sleuthed and browsed 
around in every direction—and preparing 
for action I peered into a well lighted room 
—and was pleased to notice the prospective 
victims and the ideal setting for a killing— 
so then and there set up my equipment in 
the desirable locations for activity. 

Several nights previous to this visit I had 
silently drilled a small hole—inletting into 
the huge reception room—and had covered 
it with an invisible piece of gauze. Unseal¬ 
ing the aperture, I inserted the end of a nice¬ 
ly fitting tubing—and rotating the handle of 
a new device—repeating four times—there 
silently clicked the whole works—and with¬ 
drawing the mechanism, placed it in my 
pocket, noiselessly retreating from the house 
became hidden in a well-shielded location, 
amongst some shrubbery about eight feet 
high. Took a flashlight from my pocket 
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focusing it on the roof, and flashing — there 
was a loud explosion accompanied by the 
racket of falling bricks, down the chimney 
-—and simultaneously there was emitted 
•ar piercing shrieks from a very active siren. 

The front and side doors opened, and 
there was a wild scramble of humanity— 
who scattered in all directions—they instant¬ 
ly becoming phosphorescent — which il¬ 
luminated each person in the brilliant colors 
of the Rainbow. At the same time, in great 
frenzy, they were overcome with fits of 
sneezing, and frantically rubbing their eyes 
in the greatest distress—unconsciously drop¬ 
ping their revolvers. These vividly colored 
phantom images were chased and caught 
by the alert police officers awaiting outside 
—the three men and trio of women were 
hustled and safely locked into the police 
ambulance—taken to jail—locked up, and 
needless to say were stunned at this new 
experience. 

After their escape from the house—along 
with a trusted assistant—I entered the room 
—and we safeguarded the valuable loot on 
the table with our revolvers ready for use 
—had the occasion arisen. I checked the 
loot, recorded it in my notebook—packed it 
in the grip, loading it into an awaiting Taxi 
—and speeded to my hotel apartments— 
where it was unpacked and exposed to view 
and inspection. 

The new scientific combination had 
proved a great success. The solution of the 
crime as follows: 

On arrival at the house and walking to 
12 
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the drilled hole—after removing the seal— 
I projected the end of a new type of night 
glasses that viewed the entire room—there 
being three men and three women seated 
around a huge table—who were merrily 
chatting, with the customary wine glasses 
and bottles of choice liguor—each of which 
had several drinks. Presently one of the 
fellows arose from his seat — and stepping 
to the side of the room—withdrawing a mag¬ 
nificent embroidered curtain from the front 
of a roomy wardrobe—he brought forth sev¬ 
eral very fine and expensive furs—which 
were inspected and separated into three 
bundles and placed on a spacious daven¬ 
port. 

After some conversation and loud words, 
another fellow got up and going to the 
mantelplace—lifted the top, which covered 
a hollow receptacle underneath—placed 
his hand deep down; on withdrawal it 
clutched a large plush bag — filled to 
capacity—carried it to the table—untied the 
ribbon—opened the bag—tipped it upside 
down, and scattered on the table the most 
magnificent array of gems and jewelry, the 
beauty of which beggars description. 

Carefully and critically inspecting the 
many different pieces of untold value—the 
contents were about equally divided and 
stacked into three piles. Each couple in¬ 
tently gazed in great delight and anticipa¬ 
tion at the precious loot—at the conclusion 
of which each pile was placed in a separate 
bag—the opening tightly drawn closed and 
tied with a thick corded ribbon. Again fill- 
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ing their wine glasses—and having another 
drink. I decided it was time to act—so I 
withdrew the Night glasses — inserted the 
photo clicker, and shot the works. 

The flash-light rays detonated the stick of 
dynamite and released the siren—each be¬ 
ing supported by a baby parachute—I had 
flown to the roof—and located over the 
chimney top. 

The sudden, loud explosion threw a scare 
into the gang—who in frantic terror escaped 
through the doors, and in so doing—en¬ 
countered and passed through a frail, in¬ 
visible transparent cellulose hollow blanket¬ 
shaped that contained a light weight finely 
powdered floating mixture— composed of 
several ingredients — consisting of Phos¬ 
phorus-colored pigments of the different 
rainbow hues—finely powdered Red Pep¬ 
per—a volitalizing tear-gas mixture— a con¬ 
tacting composition from which there was 
no escape. 

The silent clicker was an ingenious device 
—of a new type camera provided with a 
very sensitive double acting film—that was 
responsive to the influence of the ultra¬ 
violet and infra-red light rays—consisting of 
a rotating film that simultaneously recorded 
the picture in all four planes—front face— 
back of the head —and the right and left 
side of the face—body and everything in the 
room—which when developed and printed 
—depicted the room complete. In due 
course—the six prisoners appeared in court 
—and what they saw and heard so dumb¬ 
founded them—the evidence being so in- 
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criminating—they withdrew their defense— 
pleaded guilty—and each was sentenced 
to a twenty-year term—at the public's ex¬ 
pense. 

The court was so interested—on special 
request by the judge—I described the de¬ 
vices and explained their functions. The 
following day—the newspapers headlined 
—ANOTHER BIZ-QUIZ AMAZING CAP- 
TURE. The recovered stolen goods were 
taken back to Hollywood and safely re¬ 
stored to the rightful owners. 

As a reward for my services—the Jewelry 
and Fur proprietors each gave me Ten Thou¬ 
sand Dollars in cash. The fur man gitfed 
my wife a Two Thousand Dollar Ermine fur 
coat, and the jeweler presented me with a 
five carat fancy canary colored perfect gem 
of dazzling beauty and radiance—that I 
now sport. 

I had tested my secret device in the lab¬ 
oratory—and knew it would work. BIZ- 
QUIZ is now sitting TOP-O'-THE-WORLD— 
the Rainbow Bandits are sporting the stripes. 



Albino Moll 
Yes! I HAVE IT! Another silent partner 

in my BAG O' TRICKS to aid in the solving 
oi mysterious tragedies! 

Possessing a solid background in the 
broad field of physical and chemical science 

between cases—I had engaged in an ex¬ 
haustive research to find suitable agents 
that I might utilize at opportune times. 
Fruition resulted in the discovery of a 
unique, inert, intangible, energetic, harm¬ 
less, effective and positive activity agent to 
render humans helpless, as proven by ex¬ 
periments on animals. 

The assassination of a notorious race¬ 
track magnate, reputed to be a multi-million¬ 
aire, was tangle-foot in a maze of a score of 
possible motives. False leads and worse 
clues linking the "new woman angle," 
whilst suspicious, had not led to a solution 
of the crime. The law enforcement officers 
were completely baffled and so non-plussed 
that no progress had been made. 

Evidently being one of those befogged 
tragedies that needed expert ingenuity, I 
was called in conference and instructed to 
clear the "cover-up" and get the criminals. 

Cases of this type usually centralize 
around two or three angles and a step-Y‘ 
step analysis by the experienced, due to he 
elimination factor, generally suggests the 
line of action. By a process of togica1 de¬ 
ductions, all the improbables are discarde , 
finally arriving at common sense, reason¬ 
able possibilities that merge into probabih- 
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ties. Arriving at this stage in crime solution* 
it then simmers down to "focussing" on one 
or maybe two angles* and likely suspects 
are then tagged for evidence scrutinization. 
Photographs, finger-prints, sleuthing and 
follow-up tips as to where they were on the 
date of the crime and other essential infor¬ 
mation are carefully recorded. 

In this particular case everything pointed 
towards one woman and two men well 
known to those in our line of business. I was 
convinced the solution to the crime would 
result when I could locate them together* so 
it became a proposition of cautious sleuth¬ 
ing* the essential factor being ceaseless 
vigilance. 

Suspects are very wary and the perpre- 
trators usually split off, especially when the 
crime hunting is at its peak. After a few 
weeks they usually return to their well- 
known haunts and old associates. If a rob¬ 
bery and money had been looted* one or 
more of the very prudent ones generally get 
out of town to other big cities or may secrete 
in the underworld* but when the heat has 
cooled off they get bold, take chances and 
invariably come back to familiar rendez¬ 
vous. 

Being in possession of all the information 
I considered necessary* the solution and 
probable capture was dependent upon 
watchful waiting coupled with alertness at 
the right place and time. 

In thoughtful contemplation* snooping 
around and feeling hungry* I* being in the 
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vicinity of an underworld eating joint, enter¬ 
ed and hitting an empty seat ordered beef 
stew and a pot of beer, a feast that was very 
tasty at that time. Shortly afterward there 
entered Slippery Dick, who on seeing me 
rushed forward and clutching my hand with 
a very firm grip said, "Glad to see the great 
BIZ-QUIZ." I invited Dick to sit down, 
which he didn't hesitate to accept. Asking 
him what eats he liked, on replying "good 
old tangy cheese, bread and a schooner of 
beer," I ordered that chow, which he sav¬ 
aged with great cordiality. Pulling our 
seats together at short range I asked "Any 
news, Dick?" 

"No, Biz; nothing startling. Of course 
you've 'eard about lim Blazes new car?" 

"No! Not a word!" 
"Yes, Biz. It sure is a swell outfit—finest 

bus in town. lim boasts it cost over three 
thousand dollars. All the underworld gang 
are getting free rides and lots of sport now¬ 
adays." 

"What make is it?" 
"Don't know; is a big dark green car with 

yellow wheels; really a high-brown and 
high powered; crawls along over 100 miles 
per hour and has the new fangled noiseless 
tread; arm rests and feather bed cushions 
and pillows inside." 

"Slippery! You mean non-skid tires?" 
"Yes, Biz, it's non-skid plus noiseless; the 

latest fad for speeders; glides along and you 
sure ride on air; lulls you to sleep." 
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"By the way. Dick. Do you recollect the 
number of the car?" 

"No; but he took out the license in the 
name of Bobby Bums." 

"Are you sure that's the owner's fictitious 
name?" 

"Yes. The reason I knows it 'cause Blazes 
is a Scotty, and pretty learned on Bobby 
Bums poetry. He's sure edicated on the 
Bums stuff." 

"You're right, Dick! I recollect an occa¬ 
sion when the gang was having a "merry- 
go-round" and Jim recited one of Bums' 
poems. He was also somewhat talented as 
an actor; should have been in the movies 
and not a gangster!" 

"Say, Biz; anything doing on that rich guy 
corpse case?" 

"Not a thing that I am aware of." 
"Well, Quiz; between you and me con¬ 

fidentially, the police are stumped. It is now 
a closed book case, pigeon-holed no doubt 
as unsolvable." 

"Maybe you're right, Dick. So you don't 
know a thing, and there's nothing doing 
with the gang? Everything soft-pedal like?" 

"It's frozen! No one mouths a word. How¬ 
ever, if I should hear anything I'll put you 
wise, because I owe you a courtesy as a 
debt of gratitde the time you got me from 
under that big killing case on which you 
worked, when they had me in jail as a sus¬ 
pect. Don't you remember? You told them 
to free me 'cause you knowed I was in¬ 
nocent.' 
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"You solved that murder case O.K." 

. ”No' #Biz! No killing tragedies for this old 
“mer~~ chair, lethal gas, 'angman's 
nuse don't look inviting to me. I specialize 
only in after dark small change cash trans* 
action activities! By the way, QUIZ, friend 
Blakes put distance between he and the 
town that night the righ guy was bumped 
off." 

"How do you know it was that particular 
night, Dick?" 

"It's this way. Biz. There was the coinci¬ 
dence that I had been freed from jail the 
morning of the tragedy and the cops quizzed 
me as a suspect. I had a good alibi; but all 
of us gang knew Blazes was minus that 
night and didn't come back for over two 
weeks, returning in his big new car with lots 
o' money." 

At that we each left the table, walked to 
the door and departed in opposite rirec- 
tions. 

My job now was to round up Jim Blazes, 
Red Skinner and Mollie the Albino (nick¬ 
named Pinky). (Visualize a stately 200-pound 
Amazon with an abundance of flaxen white 
hair, alabaster complexion and pink eyes— 
—and you've got it) they being a very likely 
trio who undoubtedly knew all about the 
crime. Analyzing my suspicions I deduced 
them as being correct, so checked and 
double checked cn a very complete data I 
had recorded. 

The next morning I obtained full par¬ 
ticulars of the Bobby Bums auto and noted 
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the car's license number, XYZ-365. Being 
conspicuous it was not difficult to recognize. 
On trailing it one night it pulled up at one of 
the joints. Red got out and entered. 

Alighting from my speedy car I leisurely 
strolled to the parked car and taking a new 
secret crayon from my pocket outlined an 
invisible triangle at the rear end in a not 
too exposed location, somewhat hidden 
from casual view. 

The crayon was a recently discovered 
composition, invisible in the daytime but 
luminous at night. The substance was en¬ 
ergized chemically by the daylight, at night 
being visible as a triangle, which was im 
mune to washing or cleaning, because the 
secret mixture ate into the car body, whether 
of wood or steel. The auto now being easily 
distinguishable for trailing purposes at 
night, the triangle assisted me in the pursuit 
sequence that led to their capture. 

Usually not difficult to locate Blazes, Skin¬ 
ner and Pinkey when alone, the occasions 
of getting the three together were few and 
far between. However one evening luck 
crossed my path. The big car with shining 
triangle speeded along and when passing 
I noticed three persons, two men and one 
woman therein, so trailing for about 10 miles 
it suddenly stopped at a suburban bunga¬ 
low. The door opening, the much wanted 
"trio" stepped out and entered the domicile 
at the rear kitchen door. On going in I 
heard the door slammed with a bang. Hur¬ 
riedly entering they switched on the kitchen 
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light and I noticed they did not lock the 
door. From the kitchen each passed into 
the living room, the shades of which were 
not pulled full length down. When the 
light was switched on Jim, Red and Mollie 
were easily seen. After talking a short 
time Jim brought out a bottle of wine, some 
cookies, a deck of cards and dealt for a 
game which appeared to be 500 Up. The 
liquor must have been high-powered be¬ 
cause each acted somewhat groggy, so I 
decided it was time for an alert move. 

Discarding my shoes, in stocking feet I 
cautiously and quietly turned the handle of 
the kitchen door and noiselessly stepped 
across the floor with my new device — 
PHOSPHOGENUM—in hand. I then open¬ 
ed the swinging door between the rooms, 
pulled back the plunger and squirted a fine 
spray which instantly covered Pinkey. She 
becoming brilliant with phosphorescence, 
sat as if petrified, which so dazzled Blazes 
and Skinner that it temporarily blinded 
them. The trio having their vision ob¬ 
scured each became helpless and uncon¬ 
scious to the world; having had no time to 
pull their guns! 

I, wearing opaque glasses, jumped for¬ 
ward, searched each one, took away their 
guns, deposited same in my auto, then 
hastily ran to the phone, rang police head¬ 
quarters and in a few moments they arrived 
in the ambulance. The now harmless sus¬ 
pects were bundled therein, driven to jail 
and safely locked up. Whilst awaiting the 
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police's arrival I had made a search of all 
three and out of the inside of Jim's vest 
pocket I extracted a heavy 14 carat solid 
gold cigarette case studded with a magnifi¬ 
cent blue white five-carat diamond, which 
find I placed safely in my double partition 
pocket, saying to myself "What luck!" 

In a few hours the doctors had restored 
mental intelligence to each one, who in 
great astonishment asked and wondered 
what it was all about. The gangsters spy¬ 
ing me. Blazes shouted out — "I see the 
great Biz-Quiz has been on the job." 

Replying in the affirmative I said to Jim, 
"How about it?" 

He said "about what?" 
Answering, I replied: "The killing of that 

rich guy?" 
The trio shouted: "We don't know any¬ 

thing about it!" 
I said: "Oh, yeah! I happen to have the 

evidence. Fumbling in my pocket I dra¬ 
matically brought to light the bejeweled 
cigarette case, and pushing it close to Jims 
eyes, I said: "There is the evidence." 

He yelled: "I guess you're right. The game 
is up," and calling me to one side, with tears 
in his eyes, he sobbed: "What can you do 
for me. Biz?" 

I replied: "I can do a lot for all three of you 
if you will sign a confession of guilt and 
waive any court action on defense. I am 
willing, prepared and can guarantee each 
one of you a jail term sentence in lieu of go¬ 
ing to the gallows. 
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They pleaded guilty, signed the confes¬ 
sion, appeared before the judge and were 
each sentenced to 15 years. 

It appears that Pinkey Moll acted as a 
decoy. The old boy fell for it and when 
trapped reached for his gun. They beaded 
him first and he fell. All information obtain¬ 
able confirmed the impression that the old 
fellow would not have been killed if he had 
not resisted the robbery. Jim at the time 
got away with the cigarette case. I told him 
that every pawnshop in the country had 
been awaiting it to be hocked. He was too 
wise for that 

I described my ingenious device to the 
law enforcement officers, judge, court and 
others. The press had it photographed and 
the nationwide publicity of my prowess en¬ 
hanced my reputation as the Ace Scientific 
Sleuth. 

The widow of the deceased rich husband 
was so grateful at the criminals having been 
brought to justice that she made me the 
proud possessor of the magnificent solid 
gold Five Carat Ten Thousand Dollar Cig¬ 
arette Case, treasured and safe in my keep¬ 
ing. 



Circus Night 
XTRA! X-T-R-A! EXTREE! Down-town 

bank robbery—looted of over Fifty Thou¬ 
sand Dollars. Doped bank employees still 
unconscious. A baffling mystery. No clue at 
present visible or available. Police amazed 
and nonplussed. No solution in sight. 

The bank manager on entering the prem¬ 
ises was horror-stricken when he noticed 
great disorder, the furnishings strewn all 
over the place, safe opened and emptied. 
All paper cash currency gone — securities, 
gold and silver intact. No evidence of fight¬ 
ing. Four of the help apparently dead met 
his astonished gaze. Closer observation 
however, failed to reveal any marks of 
violence and fortunately all were alive, 
although mentally OUT. Each, however, 
was stiff and rigid as though in a mesmeric 
state. 

Ambulance with police, doctors, nurses 
and bank officials were there hard at work 
in the hopes of and attempting to revive the 
victims to consciousness, so they could aid 
by giving first hand information of what, 
how and when it happened. 

Several hours have now elapsed, the 
quartette still in faraway land, whom the 
doctors now believe have been powerfully 
doped by an unfamiliar agent at present not 
recognized. 

About ready to leave for down-town I 
heard a ring-ring! R-i-n-g! Rr-ii-nn-gg! one 
of the persistent hurry-up anxious kind, so 
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alarming to those not used thereto. This 
surely was an emergency call. Hastily 
grasping the phone I unhooked the receiver. 
"BIZ-QUIZ talking." A voice came—"Presi¬ 
dent Pick'em Klean of the "Skin-'em-alive" 
Bank. Please come down at once." So 
grabbing my hat I jumped in my auto and 
sped to the "Hand-over-your-Money Bank," 
which I hurriedly entered. There was be¬ 
wilderment, confusion, excitement amidst 
an atmosphere of curiosity, apprehension 
and mystery. 

As I stepped forward all shouted: "Here 
comes BIZZY-QUIZZY! He's the sleuth that 
can solve the problem." 

Casting around my "eagle eye" I made a 
quick physical survey of all in view, being 
mentally alert to the picking up of any 
thread that might lead to a much desired 
clue. The bank help, still speechless, handi¬ 
capped progress by not being able to throw 
any light on the dilemma. 

In deep thought the idea flashed that 
probably something important might ma¬ 
terialize, so I sauntered to the rear of the 
bank where I though I heard noises. Placing 
an audiometer to my ear, the sound was 
magnified so clearly that it was not difficult 
to hear strange squeally voices, apparently 
for humans in distress. At this disclosure 
my face beamed with the smile of satisfac¬ 
tion because my trap had made a catch. 

Whispering to several of the bank officials 
and requesting the key, the door was open¬ 
ed to a secret chamber. To our amazed 
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astonishment, like lightning — there darted 
out five small figures well night suffocated 
and covered with feathers. Scampering 
hither and thither in an attempt to escape 
they were soon rounded up. Broadcasting 
the news, newspaper men, photographers 
and publicity agents ganged around to get 
scoop news for an extra. To our great sur¬ 
prise, on close inspection they were appar¬ 
ently naked and their small flat sallow whiz- 
zen faces peering with beady eyes, they 
looked like a squad of owls, really a sight to 
behold! The doctors and nurses with puzzled 
expressions stared in blank amazement as 
though glued to the spot 

As a safeguard against possible future 
robberies I had been called into conference 
with the bank officials and insurance com¬ 
pany, who instructed me to devise the ways 
and means. As a result this trap idea ma¬ 
terialized, which consisted of a passage exit¬ 
ing to the street at the far end of which was 
a well lighted dummy safe. To approach 
this decoy it was necessary to traverse a 
tunnel built of two compartments, the inlet 
one of which was provided with a tar spray¬ 
ing device, the exit one having an apparatus 
for blowing feathers. The ensemble was so 
secretly and ingeniously set up that any one 
entering released an operative device 
which closed an entrance door, that auto¬ 
matically activated the tar and feather out¬ 
fit, the inlet door moving forward and be¬ 
hind the occupants, compelling them to run 
the gauntlet, with the result that the physical 
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evidence could not be denied, and there be¬ 
ing no avenue ol escape the intruder was 
imprisoned. 

Whilst the doctors and nurses were free¬ 
ing the sorrowful, pitiable-looking midgets 
of their newly acquired and uncomfortable 
feathery raimant, the phone rang. Answer¬ 
ing— the caller was the circus manager, 
who asked if it were true that we had his 
"midgets" in custody at the bank. Reply¬ 
ing in the affirmative, he soon arrived and 
sure was pop-eyed on seeing his dwarf 
quintette and their deplorable plight. 

Excitedly conversing with his star attrac¬ 
tion in their strange, unintelligible language 
(to us), on interpretation he informed us that 
the day previous when the midgets and he 
had visited the Bank to cash their pay 
checks, the little ignorant rascals put their 
heads together and decided to rob the bank, 
so that night after the show, and unknown 
to the circus management, they stealthily 
left the ground and taxi-cabbed downtown. 
Being as agile as cats, they climbed a rain 
gutter located on the building and on reach¬ 
ing the roof discovered a ventilator shaft 
that formed a narrow passage leading from 
the roof to the bank floor below. This shaft 
area being very small, it handicapped their 
descent, so disrobing, they packed the dis¬ 
carded clothing beside a chimney. 

These five dwarfs were the only ones in 
captivity and namd the "rubber-skinned 
elastic streamliners," whereby they could at 
will elongate, being adept contortionists. 
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This permitted them to monkey down the crir 
shait into the bank, which they did in a nude 
condition, one of the midgets carrying a 
small package. 

On entering the bank vaults they nosed 
out the safe keys, opened the door and ex* 
tracted the money. Being tired and ex¬ 
hausted they cuddled together in a comer 
and fell asleep on the "loot." and were 
awakened when one of the bank employees 
entered, which, startling them, they like owl¬ 
ish "imps" jumped up, screaming and mak¬ 
ing grimaces, and rushing toward the sur¬ 
prised employee, who was so scared at the 
unusual sight that he swooned and fell un¬ 
conscious. 

One of the midgets opened the package, 
extracted a small quantity of powder and 
forced it in the "snoozle" of the unfortunate 
banker. As each employee entered, each 
was likewise doped to a "know nothing" 
state. Deciding it was time to make an 
escape they grabbed the packages of paper 
money, entered the trap and were caught 
"tarred and feathered" as herein explained. 
The "loot" was recovered, easily cleaned, 
and being intact was undamaged. 

Finally the 'little cuties" were cleaned of 
their embarrassing coating, reclothed, de¬ 
tained in custody and given a reprimand by 
their manager. During the cleansing pro¬ 
cess the doctors noticed the dwarfs had be¬ 
come permanently "tattooed." On being 
quizzed as to the cause of the tattooed con¬ 
version, the doctors said that owing to the 
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little rascals being so scared—the body per¬ 
spired, which exudation changed the tar in¬ 
to an indelible chemical, the precipitation 
of which entered the open pores of their 
skin. The midget squad were such cute, 
likeable little fellows, and having experi¬ 
enced the uncomfortable, unusual, surpris¬ 
ing and unwelcome tar and feather shower, 
we decided this was sufficient physical pun¬ 
ishment and mental anxiety for them, so the 
bank officials, police and myself set them 
free in the custody of their manager. 

After several hours of first aid work by the 
doctors, nurses and others, the bank help re¬ 
gained consciousness, their doped nostrils 
having been thoroughly cleaned—who 
confirmed the story of the midgets. 

On quizzing the dwarf quintet about the 
magic powder, we learned that it was pur¬ 
chased by them from a mystic medicine 
man whilst they were on a tour of India. 
They said he called it hokum pokum. The 
doctors are making a thorough research 
analysis of this unfamiliar powerful drug, 
but up to the present it is hocus pocus. 

The bank victims appeared none the 
worse when the drug effects had cleared out 
of their system, and the little imps are still 
the lively quintette after their tangle-foot 
entanglement 

Everyone congratulated me on my in¬ 
genious arrangement for entrapping bank 
robbers and praised my prowess as being 
the ACE DETECTIVE. 

The bank officials asking my fee, I billed 
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it as worth Five Hundred Dollars. I was 
agreeably surprised when President Pick- 
Tm-Klean presented me with a check for 
One Thousand Dollars. The BIZ-QUIZ trap 
became famed throughout the nation. 

The doctors and nurses were well paid 
for their services. The "circus" and the 
"tattooed midgets" profited by the nation¬ 
wide publicity, they now having made a 
huge fortune, there being a "sell-out" at 
each performance with boosted prices. All 
is well that ends well and everyone is satis¬ 
fied. 



The Supernatural Ring 
One of the most mysterious CASES on 

which I ever was engaged—is that apper¬ 
taining to TITLE of this STORY. It is now 
some twenty years since I solved this Ex¬ 
citing Experience—which was placed in 
my hands on the recommendation of an old 
friend—he being the bosom friend of a very 
wealthy gentleman, who was the Owner of 
a Ring that possessed amazing HEALING 
POWERS. It had mysteriously disappear¬ 
ed, and the OWNER confided to our mutual 
friend the secret of its Loss, and asked his 
advice as to the best means to recover it. 

My friend suggested that he immediately 
seek the assistance of the great BIZZY- 
QUIZZY because he had solved many ap¬ 
parently hopeless Cases. This wealthy 
gentleman lost no time in having a personal 
interview with me—and here is the STORY 
that he unfolded. He said, I am in the 
greatest distress caused by having lost a 
Ring which possesses marvellous Healing 
and Curative properties, which had been in 
our family many generations. Its FAME is 
known far and wide—in fact it has been the 
means of so many wonderful CURES that it 
has been named the SUPERNATURAL 
RING, being composed of an unknown 
MAGICAL Metal — the nature of which has 
never been discovered. The Ring was 
brought from a Foreign land by an ancestor 
—he being a trader in the Pacific. Nar¬ 
ration disclosed that it belonged to a tribe 
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of Hawaiian Natives—who cherished it as 
Sacred—they supposing it to be endowed 
with the Divine Spirit—for the reason that 
any person who had it on their finger or 
close to them in case of sickness or disease, 
would surely recover and be restored to 
health and strength. 

My Ancestor became possessed of it un¬ 
der these remarkable circumstances. It 
seems that whilst Trading in the interior— 
he had with him a bodyguard protection of 
about two score of well-armed white men. 
He bartered with several tribes of the Island 
Natives — obtaining various prized com¬ 
modities—in exchange for Toys, Trinkets, 
Tobacco, Snuff and other desirables; this 
business realized Big Profits—but as an off¬ 
set it was precarious—being attended by 
many dangers. On one of these trading 
visits—the Bargaining was not entirely sat¬ 
isfactory and trouble ensued—in which— 
on the spur of the moment one of his body¬ 
guard was killed—by a Spear thrown by a 
Native. This traitorous conduct greatly en¬ 
raged my Ancestor,—and by way of pun¬ 
ishment he ordered the bodyguard to open 
fire on the Natives—>and some fifty or sixty 
were killed or injured—the others fleeing 
for their lives. My Ancestor and bodyguard 
then entered the CAMP—and looking 
around they chanced to peep into one of 
the numerous TENTS and noticed it shelter¬ 
ed a Native woman who appeared to be at 
death's door. She was so shocked and 
frightened by the sound of shots and appear¬ 
ance of White Men with Guns—she col- 
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lapsed_never regained consciousness, and 
died in a lew minutes. Searching the 
place, and wishing to make sure the woman 
was dead, they noticed she had on one of 
her fingers a most fascinating Band of Metal 
_and my Ancestor having heard all about 
the wonderful Sacred Ring—which as a 
strange coincidence belonged to this Tribe 
and thinking it might be the TREASURE it¬ 
self_slipped it from the woman's finger and 
tucked it safe in his VEST pocket. They left 
the Camp and had proceeded about twenty 
miles towards their Trading center—when, 
one of their party looking back, he saw a 
native running towards them and wildly 
gesticulating his arms. Ancestor and one 
of the men awaited for the Native to ap¬ 
proach, who—on recovering his composure, 
said that the Chief of the Tribe had sent him 
to overtake the Great White Chief—to ask 
if he had seen anything of the Sacred Ring 
—and at the same time sent his apologies 
and asked pardon for having caused such 
serious trouble. 

Ancestor was so vexed and felt so bitter 
for their treacherous conduct—he informed 
the man that he had not seen or knew any¬ 
thing about it—sending the fellow back with 
that message. 

He brought the Ring home—fully intend¬ 
ing to take it back some months hence on 
his next trading visit—with the idea to do 
some advantageous bartering—because he 
knew that they would exchange all they 
possessed to get it back. However, to make 
a long story short, he did not return it—be- 
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cause his family had become so fascinated 
by its appearance—it being such a curios¬ 
ity—that they would not sanction the giving 
back of it. It has been the means of in¬ 
ducing some marvellous cures in the family 
—one of exceptional interest being the Life 
of a favorite grandchild—who had been 
bitten by a snake whilst playing in a field. 
The Doctor on being called in—said it was 
doubtful if he could save th® child—and 
they should be prepared to face the worst in 
a few hours. They—having great faith in 
the Supernatural Ring—placed it on the 
child's finger—and she—rapidly recovering 
— it was attributed to its amazing healing 
power. Another instance was one that con¬ 
cerned an Uncle of mine—he being a Major 
in the Army—who had contracted a serious 
disease of the Liver whilst abroad— the Doc¬ 
tor ordering him home to die—saying there 
was no possible chance of recovery—that 
he might live a week or two—but it was very 
doubtful. My Uncle set sail and was so sick 
on the voyage everyone was afraid he was 
going to die. When he arrived he was so 
weak and prostrate, the attendants carried 
him off the boat and he got home in a state 
of utter colappse. After prescribing stimu¬ 
lants and getting him in bed,—they placed 
the Ring on his finger. In about ten days 
he had nearly recovered—and in less than 
three weeks, he was fully restored to health. 
My own Son was bitten by a mad dog and 
the Ring saved his Life. I can relate case 
after case that have been cured by its 
Magic influence. Narrating its strange dis- 
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appearance—this happened after having 
given a party at our house. My wife and I, 
on being married fifty years, celebrated the 
auspicious occasion—and we invited about 
two dozen guests of lifelong friendship. On 
the eventful evening—after having par¬ 
taken of a sumptuous dinner—made prep¬ 
aration for enjoyment—and whilst some 
picked partners for a game of cards—others 
were singing, conversing, etc.,—when one 
of the guests asked me to show them the 
wonderful Healing Ring. This met with 
hearty approval and a unanimous appeal 
for it to be placed on view. They all had 
heard about its Supernatural virtues, and 
were very anxious to examine it. 

I went upstairs to the bedroom, and taking 
the Ring from a receptacle in my dressing 
table, carried it down to the reception room 
and placed it in full view of the delighted 
throng. Each handled and carefully in¬ 
spected the Gem—at the same time remark¬ 
ing about its marvellous virtues. At the 
conclusion of the animated gaze of the 
party—I carried it back to its secret drawer 
—returned and reentering the room—joined 
the Merry throng. Everyone had a very 
gay time, the guests dispersing in the early 
hours of the morning—and after we had 
tidied up a bit—retired for the night. I did 
not give the Ring a thought until several 
days after the party, when I had occasion to 
look into that particular drawer—when, to 
my astonishment, I was greatly shocked to 
find that our treasured Heirloom had dis¬ 
appeared. We all hunted high and low 
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and in every nook and comer—but not a 
trace of the missing treasure could we find. 
I am deeply grieved at its loss—and am pre¬ 
pared to pay the price for its safe return. 

After concluding his interesting narrative 
—I asked if he suspected anyone having 
taken it. He appeared to be in deep 
thought for some moments—and then broke 
the silence by saying he thought a Black 
woman maid—who might know about it— 
because he had seen her loitering on the 
staircase, close to the bedroom, when he 
had returned the Ring the night of the party. 
She had been in their employ several weeks 
—but quit them a few days after the event¬ 
ful night. Ever since that evening she had 
been very arrogant and insolent towards her 
mistress—and the day she left picked a 
quarrel—using such vile language and get¬ 
ting in such a rage that my wife paid her the 
wages due and packed her out of the house. 

Previous to the gala night this black wo¬ 
man was so civil and obedient that we could 
not understand her exposing the ugly side 
of her nature without cause. I asked him 
for a description of the woman—being very 
suspicious—after which I encouraged the 
old fellow by promising to do my utmost to 
solve the mystery—at which time he de¬ 
parted. Deciding on a plan of action, I was 
convinced this woman knew all about the 
ring's disappearance. The old gentleman's 
description was so minute—it did not take 
me long to trace her movements—from the 
time she left his house to the time she sailed 
as a passenger on a Steamer bound for 
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Honolulu. 
On gaining this information I instantly 

booked passage on a steamer that sailed 
two days hence—it being bound for Japan 
—and would touch Honolulu en route. We 
had a pleasant and uneventful sail—and 
arriving at my destination and landing on 
terra firma, found that her steamer had ar¬ 
rived and discharged the passengers sev¬ 
eral days previous—being now in dock. Pre¬ 
senting my card I obtained permission to go 
aboard—and fortunately meeting the Ship's 
Purser—obtained some valuable informa¬ 
tion about this Dark woman—was informed 
that she was going to rejoin her Tribe— 
located many miles inland. He said she 
was met by a couple of sturdy Warriors— 
who were delighted at their meeting. 

Bidding him good-day and thanking him 
for the information, we reluctantly parted 
and I checked in at the only first-class Hotel 
in the place. On arriving there and having 
had a substantial meal and refreshing toilet, 
I entered the Smoke Room for a quiet smoke 
—and in deep thought mused to myself that 
I had been lucky so far—but the worst had 
still to be encountered. Having been at the 
Hotel two days and lost no time—having 
gained some essential information concern¬ 
ing the Native Tribes, was about to leave the 
Hotel for a quiet stroll around the Town, 
when I perceived the arrival of another 
guest. There was handshaking and ex¬ 
change of greetings between him, the hotel 
manager and the other members of the staff, 
he apparently being well known and an old 
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guest of theirs. On entering the Smoke 
Room that evening I was surprised and 
pleased to see the new arrival seated all 
alone in front of an open window, busily 
smoking his pipe. We passed the compli¬ 
ments of the day—and during our conver¬ 
sation one topic led to another—and inform¬ 
ing me he was a Trader—said he had just 
returned from a very successful Trading trip 
with several Native Tribes—and incidental¬ 
ly Jold me there was to be a big Feast day 
and meeting of Warriors and Chiefs of one 
of the Powerful Tribes there—and from what 
he could discern this jubilation was due to 
the return of the Chief's Daughter—who had 
a few days previous arrived from abroad 
with some Magic Trinket—she having been 
absent from the encampment for several 
months. This indeed was very welcome 
news for me — and on further query 
—he described the exact location of their 
Camp—the distance from the Hotel—how 
best I could get there—also much valued in¬ 
formation as regards bodyguard, guides, 
etc., in fact he suggested that I should hire 
his men—whom he was paying off the next 
day—for I could not do better—they know¬ 
ing the country well—also the language 
and friendly and danger signals of this par¬ 
ticular Tribe. Surely this was a Lucky 
break for me. 

The next day the bodyguard arrived, and 
were paid off—and I re-hired them to guide 
and protect me when I visited the Tribe. We 
then talked about the necessary prepara¬ 
tions for the trip—and buying ample pro- 
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visions the next morning we started for our 
destination. After several days we arrived 
within five miles of the Tribe's Camp, where 
we had a refreshing meal. 

The journey so far had been uneventful 
—the only things out of the ordinary being a 
shortage of water—beautiful scenery— 
shooting of birds of exquisite plumage— 
feasting our eyes on flowers and foliage of 
elegant colorations — and the seeing of 
snakes and animals in the distance. After 
the good Eats—a smoke—chat and a lay 
down—we held a consultation—to avoid 
suspicion we should have a reasonable ex¬ 
cuse for being in the vicinity of the Camp 
— for we could not evade being seen 
by some of the Tribe—who were scattered 
in the wilds whilst out hunting. Our pres¬ 
ence at this time could not reasonably be 
that of Trading, because this same party 
had only a few days previously concluded 
their bartering—that occurred at six months 
intervals. 

Several reasons were suggested and dis¬ 
cussed by different members of the party— 
but were not satisfactory. At last we de¬ 
cided the reason should be that we had lost 
a presentation Revolver that belonged to 
our Chief and he had sent us back to try and 
recover it. This seeming a reasonable ex¬ 
planation that would probably allay any 
suspicion on their part, I proposed that three 
of us—myself and two head men should 
proceed to the Chief's Camp and make en¬ 
quiries about our supposed Loss. 

After about two hours we arrived at the 
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Camp—and the Chief welcomed us with 
all Honor, Dignity and Courtesy. We ex¬ 
plained the reason of our encroaching on 
his domains—making anxious enquiries 
about the lost Revolver. He replied that he 
had not heard of any find of any kind. At 
this time we noticed that elaborate prepara¬ 
tions were in progress for a big occasion— 
and our head man asking the Chief, infor¬ 
mation was forthcoming that the Tribe were 
preparing a Gala dance that evening which 
was to be one of great jubilation—cele¬ 
brating the return of the Chief's daughter 
(the Princess) from a long journey abroad— 
she having returned with a Sacred Treasure 
that had been away from the tribe for many 
years. 

He explained that his ancestors had hand¬ 
ed down from one to another a description 
of the Magic Ring—with instructions that 
each succeeding Chief was to leave no 
stone unturned to bring about its recovery 
because their Tribe had not had a day's 
Luck since its loss. At the conclusion of 
which we were invited to stay and watch 
the grand spectacle to be stag.ed This in¬ 
deed was a fortunate break on our behalf 
and we accepted with delighted anticipa¬ 
tion. We gleefully returned to our men— 
informed them of our invitation and accept¬ 
ance— and we prepared fully for any 
emergency that might arise. The three of 
us again made our way to the Chief's tent— 
it being then dark—the celebration was to 
be in full swing at nine o'clock, and continue 
till after midnight. We anxiously awaited 
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the event—and presently the loud beating 
of drums signalled the festivities were to 
begin. 

We located conveniently near the Chiefs 
camp—from which to view the hilarity. In 
a few minutes a couple of thousand warriors 
assembled in a huge semi-circle around the 
Tent—in front of which was a patch of 
ground, brilliantly illuminated by colored 
festoons—a really gorgeous spectacle. 
There was a hushed silence—and the Chief 
and his Princess emerged from the tent 
amidst the most tumultous cheering. They 
approached a most fascinating Rug of huge 
dimensions the colorations of which beggar 
adequate description — in the center of 
which the Princess stepped and deposited 
thereon the Supernatural Ring for inspec¬ 
tion by the excited throng. At its sight the 
shouts of spontaneous JOY were uproarios 
and most deafening. A motion picture in 
Colors of this magnificent and entrancing 
spectacle of splendor would amaze our peo¬ 
ple, and I shall never forget its elaborate 
staging. The setting, the enthusiasm, bril¬ 
liancy, glee and manifestation of the really 
big event was realistic in every way pos¬ 
sible. The Regalia and Plumage worn by 
the Chief and Princess were outstandingly 
Colorful in their Ornamentation. The unique 
and original Warriors' Torchlight proces¬ 
sion and synchronized Dance gyrations 
were entrancingly amazing and a never to 
be forgotten sight that must have had its in¬ 
ception in Heavenly Spirits. 

After this Panoramic Display—the Prin- 
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cess majestically returned to the Tent with 
the ring and secreted it therein—and soon 
emerged and rejoined the joyful Natives— 
who were Glee Drunk and excitingly dis¬ 
ported themselves by Dancing, Jumping, 
Yelling—the beating of Drums—and the 
feasting on cooked delicacies and luscious 
Fruits cf many kinds. 

We three mixed with the Merry multitude 
and instructing my men to keep amongst 
them—I reconnoitered, and threading my 
way in and out of the crowd, unobserved, I 
circled to the rear of the Tent—which place 
was out of sight of the glare of Light—and 
invisible—the back of the tent being in total 
darkness. 

Crawling on my hands and knees, I peer¬ 
ed around the circumference towards the 
Blaze of Light—and realized it would be 
folly to enter by the front entrance—there 
being so many watchers about—so creep¬ 
ing again to the Rear I withdrew a sharp 
Knife from my pocket and cutting a long slit 
in the Canvas, peered inside, found that no 
occupants were therein. Hastily opening the 
slit—I entered the tent—and taking a rapid 
but nervous glance around I was sorely dis¬ 
appointed at failing to see the treasure. 
Assuming a great risk of being detected and 
caught—I was despairing of finding the 
Ring when on emerging again into the open 
I bethought of my ELECTRICAL DETECTOR 
—so taking from my pocket a small Magneto 
Device that emitted invisible search rays of 
energy—having the power of attraction be¬ 
tween any precious Metal and the Detector 
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—I set it in action and in a few seconds 
heard an object impact the inside of the can¬ 
vas—so pushing my head through the can¬ 
vas hole—glancing at the floor I perceived 
the Ring. Nervously grasping and clutch¬ 
ing it tightly in my hand, I withdrew my arm 
—placed the treasure in my pocket and 
swiftly darted across the dark ground and 
into the wooded foliage. Circling around I 
rejoined the excited throng and found my 
two companions. Signalling them I had 
gotten the Ring we made our way from 
the crowd, and rapidly departing from 
the Camp returned to the rest of the body¬ 
guard. It was about eleven o'clock—and 
after checking up to see all were safe—we 
set our faces homeward—and by forced 
march we arrived safely at the Hotel. I paid 
the men well for their loyalty and risk we 
having a joyful gathering that evening. In 
three days I sailed for the United States— 
the boys giving me a rousing send off—and 
after a pleasant and enjoyable trip—I ar¬ 
rived in good health and buoyant spirits on 
California soil. I safely delivered the Treas¬ 
ure to the old gentleman—at which time he 
presented me with a Purse of Gold. 

Some years after I again met him—he 
was then over ninety years old—well and 
hearty, which he attributed to his faith in 
the Magic Influence of the Ring. When in 
contemplative mood I sometimes shudder 
at the thought of the Fate of the BIZ-QUIZ 
BRAVES if we had been caught with the 
Goods—by those FRENZIED Warriors — 
Two Thousand Strong. 
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A Rocky Mountain Incident In 
The Year Two Thousand 

A sudden and overwhelming FINANCIAL 
CRASH— 

Thousands of English — European and 
Americans — who had heavily invested in 
the Consolidated Diamond Mine Trust of 
America and South Africa—controlled by 
London and New York interests, were hope¬ 
lessly ruined. The ONE HUNDRED DOL¬ 
LAR PAR VALUE SHARES—that had been 
selling as High as Fifteen Hundred Dollars 
— had rapidly depreciated to the value of 
several CENTS each. The great TEN BIL¬ 
LION DOLLAR SYNDICATE — the most 
gigantic Trust and Monopoly the WORLD 
had known—was now a concern of past 
history. It appears that in the Year 1950 — 
many Railroads — Auto Transport—Mono- 
Rail and Aerial Navigation Corporations 
had gone into Bankruptcy and liguidated. 
The VALUE of SILVER and their Mines had 
depreciated to a very LOW Value—and 
GOLD MINES throughout the World had 
ceased to operate—they being of little in¬ 
trinsic Value for in the Year 1960 a brilliant 
Jewish Chemist had discovered the SECRET 
and demonstrated the feasibility and proved 
the commercial profits in the TRANSMU¬ 
TATION of METALS—He being able to 
convert iron — lead — copper — zinc and 
aluminum into GOLD and SILVER by co- 
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operating CHEMICALS with ATOMIC 
Bombardment of High-frequency Electrical 
discharges—that caused a Re-arrangement 
of the physical structure. The money Stand¬ 
ard was PLATINUM—the supply of which 
was very limited—and controlled by pow¬ 
erful Financial interests—it being quoted at 
FIVE HUNDRED Dollars per ounce troy. 

Many of the DIAMOND Mines of South 
Africa were nearly exhausted—but several 
promising DIAMOND fields had been found 
in Colorado. The demand for Diamonds 
was so great—they had again displaced 
PEARLS as the Jewelry of fashion—which 
coupled with the knowledge that they were 
becoming so very scarce—that the effect of 
magnifying their value to around One Thou¬ 
sand Dollars per CARAT—and a GEM of 
two carats of choice Color and brilliancy 
had sold at Five Thousand Dollars a carat 
—so it was no surprise that when the adver¬ 
tisement appeared inviting the Public to 
purchase shares in the Consolidated 
Mines—they quickly sold out at a premium 
on PAR—because thousands of monied 
people—not knowing of a safer investment 
—placed every Dollar into this prospective 
profitable venture. Their judgment was not 
at fault—the enterprise being so successful 
that the shares had rapidly increased to 
Fifteen Hundred Dollars — but overnight 
they had become panicky — were now 
practically valueless—and the investment 
Public the World over were in a state of 
frenzy—by the unexplained sudden de¬ 
pression of this presumed financially sound 
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monopoly. The dazed public in blank 
amazement were at a loss to account why 
this ruinous condition had arisen—there 
being no information available—and the 
investors knew of no cause why they were 
ruined temporarily at least. A few of the 
insiders however were aware of the fact— 
that thousands of TONS of Diamonds were 
being shipped from San Francisco by way 
of the Panama Canal to London—New 
York—Berlin—Rome and the modem City of 
Olympia — the Capitol of Socialasia—a 
recently formed Republic with a population 
of Fifty Million—the country being located 
in the South Seas—which was of recent 
discovery — an habitation of the most fas¬ 
cinating beauty with lands of great fertility 
— profuse vegetation and fruits—repre¬ 
senting untold potential wealth—its appear¬ 
ance being ascribed to an earthquake and 
upheavel from the Ocean depths. 

The information was very alarming be¬ 
cause these Diamonds were of the finest 
quality and presumed to be artifically pro¬ 
duced by a secret process—their size some¬ 
times of a weight of over 100 Carats. The 
markets had been glutted—being for sale 
at a ruinously LOW price. 

To avoid a World-wide Bankruptcy—it 
was imperative that the Value of Diamonds 
be maintained at the high quotation, be¬ 
cause all other prices in the interchange of 
trade were based upon Diamond prices. 
Conditions were fast approaching a CRISIS 
which must tbe stopped at all costs—so the 
syndicate's officials sent for the great scien- 
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tific Detective BIZZY-QUIZZY, to solve the 
problem and avoid PANIC and Frenzy. 

Arriving in New York—Biz was huddled 
into a conference for a confidential discus¬ 
sion-being instructed to trace the source of 
the illicit Diamond supply. San Francisco 
being the center of distribution of the 
STONES, Quiz boarded a 500 mile per hour 
streamlined PLANE and speeded towards 
the West. During the passage he be¬ 
came acquainted with some of the pas¬ 
sengers—and one of them—a fellow of 
extensive travel—he happened to mention 
the principal news of the day—the collapse 
in the Diamond market—and incidentally 
said he had heard that Diamonds were being 
manufactured in a Rocky Mountain region 
in the state of Colorado—he vouching the 
information to be authentic and reliable— 
because an old friend of his—an experi¬ 
enced Miner and prospector—had been in 
proximity to an encampment where some 
mysterious activity prevailed. In his opinion 
it was not a mine—due to the absence of 
Mining Machinery—but he had seen a lot 
of Lumber and many small packing cases. 

This Mining man being a person who did 
not snoop into other people's activities did 
not investigate—in fact had forgotten the 
incident until on arriving at Frisco—heard 
the news of Diamonds arriving there in 
great quantity —and concluded he had 
been close to the Diamond plant by noticing 
the similarity of the Packing Cases in Frisco 
and those in the Mining region. 

BIZ-QUIZ was deeply interested in this in- 
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formation — but did not disclose his identity 
to the gentleman—nor intimate to him—he 
was engaged to clear up the mystery. On 
arrival and bidding the congenial com¬ 
panion adieu; BIZ checked in at the best 
Hotel in the City and after some Refresh¬ 
ments went out and made some guarded 
enquiries to try and locate the packing cases 
—which he did without difficulty and in¬ 
forming the yard Clerk he desired to locate 
some lost freight—obtained permission to 
search the premises — and finally spied sev¬ 
eral cases and boxes—which checked up 
with the description given him by the fellow 
passenger. On leaving the yard — BIZ 
entered into conversation with the Clerk — 
and during the talk he casually remarked 
about the Diamond business—saying their 
Railroad were handling this freight and at 
the present time had a consignment from a 
small Mining R. R. station in Colorado— 
several hundreds of Miles from Frisco — 
so making a mental note of the R. R. location 
—QUIZ was well satisfied with the rapid 
progress that had been made. His next 
move was to purchase a prospectors outfit 
and as time was of value—due to the pan- 
nicky market—went to the Railroad station 
and v/as in time to board a Train about to 
pull out—it going to that town. We travelled 
by compressed air motive power at a speed 
of 150 miles per hour—this beginning the 
second and hazardous part of the journey 
an occasion when Keen wits and ever 
ready resourcefulness to meet any unfore¬ 
seen emergency. During the travel QUIZ 
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planned in his mind several schemes and 
possible activity to solve the problem with 
success. On arrival at the station he no¬ 
ticed several of the familiar boxes and cases 
—after which he talked with the Station 
Agent. Handing him a cigar, said—You ap¬ 
pear to do a big freight business here?—he 
replied—Yes, Sir: We do. Asking if many 
prospectors passed that way—or if the 
country was rich in Mines. Replying — 
he said—there were very few in that region 
at present—but recently one or two remark¬ 
ed they had been chased by some fellows 
who were active at a camp about twenty- 
five miles distant. Requesting the best 
means to locate the Camp—the Agent said 
no mistake could be made—just follow the 
ruts and trail made on the ground by the 
freight trucks. Glancing to the ground, the 
the tracks were clear and distinct—so bid¬ 
ding the Agent good-day BIZ handed him 
another Cigar special—took to the trail— 
and having tramped — maybe Ten Miles 
— it now being dark — camped for the 
night. Arising the next mom at day¬ 
break — he built a Fire — opened up the 
crates of EATS and had a good break¬ 
fast— continued the tramp — and as time 
elapsed and distance increased the country 
terrain became mountainous and more dif¬ 
ficult to travel—finally arriving at a high 
ledge, which on climbing and scanning the. 
horizon by aid of field Glasses—saw a level 
PLATEAU well shielded from view—which 
on closer scrutiny could discern a plant in 
great activity. Thinking matters over and 
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there being no reason why he should not 
boldly approach the Camp and pose as a 
prospector. So walking in a leisurely man¬ 
ner he reached the place and greeting a 
pleasant fellow — passed the compliments 
of the day and entered the midst of a hard 
at work bunch of honest looking fellows. 
This visit sort of flurried them—but on re¬ 
gaining their composure—they asked what 
business I was on in that out of way place. 
I easily reassured them I was a legitimate 
prospector seeking PAY DIRT—and making 
appropriate enquiries on the topic of Mining 
in general—was intently studying the plant 
layout and outfit. Asking if they had a 
Mine — they said the claim was being 
worked by a new secret method—Just an 
Experiment—by the way, which if successful 
as they anticipated would bring a fortune. 
However BIZ was not invited to inspect the 
new project—and thinking it not advisable 
to be too inquisitive—refrained from further 
questioning. His judgment of the fellows 
caused him to believe they were not 
malicious—but if too snoopy and unduly 
quizzed into their business—they could and 
would resent it and make trouble,—so he 
switched the topic of conversation,—talked 
about several phases of the Mining Busi¬ 
ness for upwards of an hour—then bidding 
each other a friendly farewell retraced his 
steps to the Railroad Station—realizing he 
could do nothing single handed against 
this band of enterprising individuals. In 
deep contemplation he thought of several 
plans as how best to capture the camp en- 
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semble without causing bloodshed. Not 
favoring any activity which involved using 
Firearms—because Fights are not always 
one-sided—and a person takes big chances 
when resorting to desperate means—finally 
decided upon a means which he was sure 
could be successfully carried out by half a 
dozen men. By this time he had arrived at 
the Depot—and having a little time to await 
the Frisco special—conversed with the R.R. 
Agent who being surprised at his early re¬ 
turn—asked if the country was barren of 
minerals or unfavorable for prospecting. 
Replying he told him he was returning to 
Frisco to purchase a complete outfit—for an 
indefinite stay in the district. The train pull¬ 
ed in and the journey to Frisco uneventful— 
during which he organized to the minutest 
detail the plan of action and the essentials 
needed to solve the problem. 

Advertising in one of the leading news¬ 
papers for six men of good physique and 
hardihood—out of many fine applicants— 
there was selected an efficient SEXTETTE— 
in whom he could place confidence—being 
uncanny in being able to choose suitable 
comrades. On leaving NEW YORK City 
he had in the baggage—A recently com¬ 
pleted Invention which Device was about to 
be submitted to the War Dept, of the U.S.A. 
with the idea of them to purchase as an im¬ 
proved method of warfare—so the happy 
thought occurred—that this would be an op¬ 
portune time to try it out on such a perfectly 
set stage—and demonstrate its feasibility to 
prove it A REAL GOOD WAR PROSPECT. 
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Instructing the chosen comrades to report 
at the Hotel the-next mom at Nine o'clock— 
they went their way—and QUIZ hiked to 
Town and purchased six of the latest Models 
of ELECTRICAL Repeaters with High 
Powered projectiles and the other essentials 
—Eats, etc., that were necessary. The next 
morning all the boys were on hand and we 
boarded the train and arriving at our des¬ 
tination began the journey towards the 
Camp. There being no immediate hurry 
we progressed at a satisfactory speed and 
travelled several miles ere Night fall. We 
called a halt spread our outfit for the NIGHT 
and had some very good eats—afterwards 
had a smoke and played cards — and dis¬ 
closing my identity for the first time they 
were working for the great Detective 
BIZZY-QUIZZY, I related some of my ex¬ 
citing adventures—after which we rolled 
into our blankets for the night. The BIRDS 
awakened us at the break of day—so, after 
breakfasting we repacked our belongings 
and went our way—arriving at the high 
ledge overlooking the PLATEAU about Five 
in the afternoon. Keeping well out of sight 
we again unpacked—got our fighting equip¬ 
ment ready for action—in case of need and 
cooked a fine supper—disposed of it—and 
the men were instructed in regard to their 
duties and unpacked the new experimental 
Device which was rigged ready for action. 
It being DARK and all in readiness, bv the 
aid of a modem Invention — Pair of NIGHT 
SEARCHLIGHT GLASSES—an instrument 
which enabled to see objects in the DARK 
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—without being observed—focussed them 
on the enccnnpment and discerned there 
were eighteen men seated around a big 
bench having a game of cards. Deciding 
now the time for action—QUIZ released a 
cylinder of compressed AIR—which pro¬ 
pelled a tightly rolled invisible CELLO¬ 
PHANE envelope that automatically unfold¬ 
ed into a huge PARACHUTE—around the 
circumference of which were attached cart¬ 
ridge-shaped receptacles containing a new 
secret GAS — which had the property of 
rendering a person unconscious without 
poisoning the victim. This air flighted Para¬ 
chute fully extended gradually descended 
over the camp like an enveloping sheet— 
the men being unaware of their doom, and 
when within a distance of twenty feet from 
their heads I operated a brilliant search¬ 
light combined with a HEAT RAY appliance 
which instantly released a Heavy GAS op¬ 
erating to perfection—the Device demon¬ 
strated its efficiency—the men toppling over 
in a stupified condition of unconsciousness. 

Donning our Gas Masks—we rushed with 
our ropes towards the helpless victims and 
easily bound the legs and arms—collected 
their firearms—and stacked them out of 
harm's way. We tightly rolled the Para¬ 
chute—Squeezed it from from GAS—permit¬ 
ting the fresh mountain Air to restore the 
surprised fellows to consciousness. The 
dazed countenances of the men at realizing 
their forlorn predicament was amusing— 
and being well tamed prisoners — realized 
some exploited scheme had been their un- 
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doing. BIZZY-QUIZZY approaching the 
Head man—disclosing his identity as the 
world renowned Detective—informed him 
of his errand—the chief seeing the Diamond 
industry was temporarily at an end—asked 
leniency — which was promised providing 
he divulged his new method of gem mak¬ 
ing. A thorough investigation revealed a 
very ingenious apparatus comprising a 
plurality of very strong tubes of various 
Diameters—at one end of which was a huge 
cylinder provided with a piston—into which 
was fed a mixture of powdered Carbon— 
molasses—glycerine—glue and a very 
abundant and unknown mineral mined at 
the plant The plastic mass was impacted 
with tremendous pressure of many thou¬ 
sands of Tons to the square inch—and slow¬ 
ly traversing the TUBES these highly com¬ 
pressed cylindrical rods—on emerging at 
the open end—were subjected to a bom¬ 
bardment of high frequency Radium and 
Ultra-Violet Rays—which activating phy¬ 
sically and chemically on the agglomerated 
mass—converted the mixture into Dia¬ 
monds. Different colored GEMS were pro¬ 
duced by the addition of coloring pig¬ 
ments. The tubes of different diameters 
produced diamonds of various sizes to suit 
the market demand, to approximate as 
closely as possible to the finished sizes— 
so as to save expense involved in cleaving 
—cutting and polishing. The Inventor was 
a man of remarkable ability and very re¬ 
sourceful—telling BIZ—the reason for secret¬ 
ly making the GEMS in the Mountains—was 
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that capitalists would not provide the money 
to exploit the process—that each of his col¬ 
leagues were partners in the business—they 
all having contributed every cent of their 
hard earned SAVINGS in the production 
and sale of the gems. 

The Inventor — informing his comrades 
that their captor was the great BIZZY- 
QUIZZY—they each promised behavior as 
honorable men—were unfettered and per¬ 
mitted their freedom—deprived of weapons 
—but to remain within sight of the Camp. 
Seeing no reason why the manufacturing 
should cease—BIZ permitted the men to con¬ 
tinue their activity and await further in¬ 
structions. Detailing one of the Sextette to 
hike to the R.R. Station—he flashed an AIR- 
GRAM to the principals in New York—in¬ 
forming them of the discovery and capture 
—suggesting they come to the CAMP im¬ 
mediately. They arrived—bringing a DIA¬ 
MOND Expert—and all closely studied the 
plant and process in working activity—so 
submitting the artificial Gems to every 
known research and severe test—were pro¬ 
nounced by the expert to be equal to the 
finest obtained from world renowned Dia¬ 
mond Mines. 

Inviting into conference — The inventor 
and his men—they were offered the choice 
of two suggestions—either to be prosecuted 
for defrauding the Public by the selling of 
artificial Gems as genuine—or to sell and 
assign the whole undivided Rights—Patents 
—Title and Plant to the Consolidaed dia¬ 

mond Mine Trust for the sum of TWO HUN- 
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DRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS 
CASH and each man to be engaged in their 
production on a handsome Salary and 
share of the net profits. They accepted the 
latter. It was an opportune solution to a 
grave financial situation. As a strange co¬ 
incidence it happened at a time when the 
world's Diamond Mines were approaching 
exhaustion—and everyone was Happy at 
the final outcome. QUIZZY was elated—it 
had enabled him to test his Ingenious ap¬ 
paratus—and the Nation Wide publicity— 
brought about a quick SALE to the U.S.A. 
for the sum of ONE MILLION DOLLARS. He 
showed an astute business agility by flash¬ 
ing an AIRGRAM to New York to purchase 
Two Million Shares of the Diamond trust at 
the then market quotation of FIVE CENTS 
per share. From the Corporation Directors 
he was handed a cheque for ONE HUN¬ 
DRED THOUSAND DOLLARS and a TEN 
CARAT ROSE COLORED DIAMOND. Of 
paramount importance is the fact that the 
Consolidated Shares have skyrocketed to 
Dizzy Heights—and the FINANCIAL STA¬ 
BILITY of the WORLD has been fully re¬ 
stored—the MONOPLY TRUST being at its 
PEAK. 
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Tfit Pearl Trinket Box 
Arriving HOME one Evening—about SIX 

o'clock—I was seated preparing to Eat Din¬ 
ner—When a Ring was heard at the Door— 
immediately afterwards the Maid handed 
me a Telegram which read: 

Detective BIZZY-QUIZZY—Please meet 
Star Gazer at Club-Seven-Thirty. Hastily 
finishing my repast—I proceeded to the 
Club where his Lordship was awaiting. Re¬ 
tiring to a Private Room he said—I am about 
to CONFIDE — a matter of the greatest im¬ 
portance—in fact—My TITLE and all I 
possess is dependent on the TREASURE 
around which my STORY is centralized. 

There has been for Generations in our 
Family—a very Valuable PEARL TRINKET 
BOX—and the fortunate custodian of it—is 
ensconced with the proud Title of Lord—and 
all the Valuables—Real and Personal Prop¬ 
erty and the Income derived therefrom of 
our Valuable Estates. This is NOT of gen¬ 
eral information to outside Public—but of 
course it is well known to the immediate 
Circle of the Family—of which there are 
several Brothers—Sisters—cousins and more 
or less distant relatives. 

It is only on Rare Occasions that any ONE 
person or his Family have retained Posses¬ 
sion of it for an extended Period of Time— 
because by subterfuge and other means it 
becomes transferred to other Members of 
the Family Tree—which, as you readily un¬ 
derstand, becomes very inconvenient and 
distressing—because One does NOT like 
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to be deprived of the LORD title and the 
Possessions due to the Unaccountable dis¬ 
appearance of a TRINKET BOX—for in¬ 
stance—I may be the Lucky custodian of the 
Legal Status for several Years—and then 
suddenly find that by some mysterious 
means, another Member of the Family was 
the Possessor—with of course its attendant 
advantages. 

This LEGAL SYMBOL has been the cause 
of several strange Deaths and INSANITY in 
our Family—for one of the conditions apper¬ 
taining to its Custody is that No Insane 
member can LEGALLY possess it. There is, 
however, one condition attached to it—If it 
disappears forever or is destroyed—a Dis¬ 
reputable COUSIN of mine becomes Sole 
HEIR to the TITLE and ESTATE—and if there 
is NO Trinket Box—it is impossible to Dis¬ 
lodge HIM from the Legal Right to Owner¬ 
ship of the Property. 

Personally I have had many a narrow 
escape of LOSING it—but none so near as 
Yesterday. I have gone through some very 
exciting and unhappy experiences since I 
became the Possessor. 

My FATHER — when He Died some four 
years ago—WILLED it to me—and I had it 
for about Two Months—when One NIGHT 
I was forcibly ushered into an Automobile— 
driven many Miles—and imprisoned in a 
Private Asylum—where they tried to drive 
me Insane by strapping me in BED—Tickling 
my FEET with Feathers — causing Cold 
Water to drop on my Forehead for Hours— 
Darkening my Room — making Strange 
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Noises—cmd persons parading the Room 
dressed as GHOSTS—trial by Jury stuff— 
performance of Mock Guillotining and such 
like Pranks. Lucky for Me—I am a Man of 
Iron NERVES and strong Will Power and 
pleased to say—I was in that place for only 
a Week's Time—when I took one of the 
NURSES into my confidence—and Paying 
well for the Service—I was FREED. 

No one discovered by what means I had 
ESCAPED—and it was always a Puzzle and 
great grievance to certain interested Mem¬ 
bers of the Family. After a short Period of 
contentment at HOME—One NIGHT I found 
that the Bedroom was Ablaze and ex¬ 
tinguished it in the nick of Time to prevent 
everything from being destroyed. At other 
times I found Pins and Tacks in my FOOD— 
and on another occasion — there was a 
venomous SNAKE set free in my Bedroom. 
I was invited out Yacht Sailing—which Cap¬ 
sized—and many other nerve wracking ex¬ 
periences—all with the object of being De¬ 
stroyed or driven Insane. I secreted the 
Treasured BOX in Various Places—chang¬ 
ing its Hiding Place from time to time—with 
the object of greater securty—for people 
nose around and ferret it out. I have had 
many narrow escapes of Losing it—and had 
recently hidden it in an unassuming WOOD¬ 
EN BOX—not Hiding it as before and to 
avoid suspicion had placed it on the Dress¬ 
ing Table in my Bedroom. This secreting 
Box has the appearance of an OLD fashion¬ 
ed Ladies' Work Box and so far as I am 
aware—No one knows that the TRINKET 
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BOX is located therein. 
Yesterday afternoon about Four o'clock— 

I not feeling very well—having a slight 
BILIOUS attack —had gone upstairs with 
the object of having a little Sleep — thus 
thinking it might refresh ME—I opened the 
Door to my Bedroom and about to Enter— 
was amazed and shocked to see that the 
Box containing my Treasure was ABLAZE. 
Hastily picking it up I dropped it in the Wash 
Bowl and rapidly extinguished it by means 
of a Jug of Water—just in time to prevent the 
total destruction of it and the contents—and 
I am happy to say that the Trinket Box was 
only slightly Scorched. 

When the excitement had cooled off—I 
very cautiously looked about the ROOM in 
an attempt to try and find out as to how the 
FIRE had originated. There was not any¬ 
one around—No Lights—no Cotton—Wool 
or anything imflammable—nor Matches— 
Oil Fuses or anything of that description. 

It is a COMPLETE MYSTERY —and ap¬ 
pears to me that it would have been impos¬ 
sible to start Burning—unless placed in con¬ 
tact with a Heated Body or other Source of 
Conflagration—because the Box is of a Very 
Hard and Heavy WOOD—which is difficult 
to IGNITE. 

But—there it was—in full Flame—nearly 
consumed—and for the Life of me—I cannot 
conceive as to how it could happen. So—I 
have called your Aid BIZ-QUIZ—to bring 
your ingenuity into play—to Solve this 
strange experience—to me a most mys¬ 
terious dilemma. If that Box is under the 
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influence of an Evil Spirit and can Blaze 
away by Spontaneous Combustion—it then 
becomes a very anxious situation for me to 
not know my TREASURE safe at any time— 
and I must devise a more suitable and less 
mysterious retainer for it. While it is easy 
for me to place it in another Receptacle and 
new Location—I should dearly like to know 
and have that experience solved: because 
if such things keep happening—I will know 
where my HEIRLOOM is Safe—under any 
circumstances whatsoever 

At the conclusion of his narration—I said 
—It is indeed a very strange happening my 
LORD—I will make a search and very 
thorough analysis—there being little doubt 
in my mind that it can be Solved—at which 
He appeared greatly relieved. In the solv¬ 
ing of these Problems the fundamental prin¬ 
ciple involved is—when anything of this 
nature occurs, there is a Cause for the 
tangible Manifestation—so when this is 
run down—the final outcome is not difficult 

Before leaving—I asked Star Gazer if he 
had another Box—and he replied in the af¬ 
firmative. It was then arranged that I 
would be at his Residence at Eleven o'clock 
the next morning—for the purpose of look¬ 
ing over the premises—inspect the Box—its 
receptacle—to search his Bedroom—at the 
same time advising Him not to disturb or re¬ 
move anything therefrom—and with that 
we parted. 

I made my way homewards—and turned 
over in my Mind several theories surround¬ 
ing the episode—but for the Life of me I 
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could not plan the first Link in the Chain 
that offered any encouragement at this 
time. So I concluded that Star Gazer had 
not given me the full details of how things 
were in the Bedroom—and that he—prob¬ 
ably being Nervous and Excited—had over¬ 
looked some essential that might give a 
CLUE as to its getting on FIRE—and with 
that decided to think no more about it, but 
to await the following Morning—at which 
time I could make a thorough Step-by-Step 
search. Arriving at the Star Gazer Mansion 
the next Day at the appointed Time—after a 
Smoke and a Chat we went upstairs to the 
Bedroom. I carefully Scrutinized the par¬ 
tially Burnt Box and the HEIRLOOM—look¬ 
ing to every Detail—inside and outside— 
The Wooden container Box was nearly con¬ 
sumed,—the enclosed TREASURE being 
Slightly Scorched. I smelled it—rubbed it— 
scraped—and examined it with a Power¬ 
ful Microscope — and applied TESTS — 
mechanical and Chemical—to get any in¬ 
dication if any Inflammable had been ap¬ 
plied—but there was not anything of this 
kind. I then made an examination of the 
Table on which it reposed when found 
ablaze — with NO trace of anything to 
arouse my suspicions. 

After searching all in the Room—my ex¬ 
amination failed to discover a Clue and his 
Lordship was correct—for here was a very 
Mysterious Case—A hard heavy Wooden 
Box — Difficult to set AFIRE — found in 
FLAMES—and nothing in close proximity 
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that could possibly have caused the con¬ 
flagration. 

Here was somewhat of a PUZZLER—it 
could not set itself on FIRE. Here was an 
Effect—and there was a Cause. I, being 
surprised at not discovering anything Tang¬ 
ible—for some moments, it frustrated me— 
so I walked around the Room—and Peered 
through the Window and looked outside to 
see its Location with reference to any other 
Buildings or out houses. I turned to Tolle- 
mache and said—that not having found 
anything inside to work upon — suggested 
that we go Down stairs. In thoughtful medi¬ 
tation for some time—and having a Smoke 
in his DEN—I suggested that we go outside 
and have a Look around. So we walked in 
the Gardens and Grounds and He pointing 
out to me the Location of his Bedroom Win¬ 
dow—I walked to the Wall immediately 
underneath—placed my Back to it and 
Gazed about me. 

Across the grounds at a distance of about 
Fifty Feet—and opposite the Bedroom Win¬ 
dow—I noticed an apparently disused old 
Building which on enquiry he told me had 
been used as a Hay Loft and general store 
place for the Gardner and Coachman, but 
having had a New STABLE with Storehouse 
built on the Estate—this old Building at the 
present time was Not used for anything—in 
fact—said Tollemache—its only occupants 
are CATS, RATS and VERMIN. Having my 
Curiosity aroused—I decided to take a Look 
through the Building—if not too rotten and 
perfectly Safe—and Star Gazer thought it 
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was a good Idea—but advised me to be 
Careful. I entered and perceived it was a 
Two story Barn—there being a Floor above 
—to which an entrance was effected by 
means of a Creaky old Ladder. Carefully 
ascending it I cautiously placed my FEET 
above for fear the Boards might be rotten— 
ventured to walk about the place, having to 
do this by the aid of a Lighted MATCH—for 
it was so very Dark there—and in my wan¬ 
derings I disturbed some RATS—who, fright¬ 
ened at the intrusion—scampered about in 
all directions and out of sight. Looking 
around for about Five minutes—the BARN 
having a Damp and Musty Smell — con¬ 
cluded that I had had enough of that place 
—it NOT being very interesting—and on re¬ 
lighting another Match—to guide me to the 
Exit at the ladder—noticed some FOOT¬ 
PRINTS in the thick DUST—which was very 
thick in places. The IMPRESS of these 
Footprints were Recent—and being on a 
Portion of the FLOOR not trodden on by me 
—they EXCITED my suspicion and I said to 
myself Star Gazer is wrong this time — for 
there are other occupants besides CATS— 
RATS and Vermin and that is a TWO Legged 
occupant—A MAN. At that instant my 
MATCH went out—and I left in Darkness— 
was fumbling in my Pocket trying to find 
another—when I noticed a BRIGHT Streak 
of LIGHT that entered at the side of the build¬ 
ing—so following its direction—and arriving 
at the WALL—to my surprise I found a 
newly bored HOLE about TWO inches in 
Diameter—which excited my curiosity and 
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thinking it very strange—concluded that the 
HOLE had been made for some purpose. 
On LOOKING through—noticed it was in an 
EXACT Line with His Lordship's Bedroom 
Window—so taking a Piece of Paper from 
my POCKET I stuck it out of the hole, secur¬ 
ing it in place by means of a Safety PIN that 
I had in my Vest pocket. Hastily descend¬ 
ing the Rickety Ladder—and walking across 
the Garden into the House—and telling Star 
Gazer I was going to his Bedroom—entered 
—and looking through the Window—could 
clearly SEE my Paper Signal at the HOLE 
in the BARN—so walking backwards with 
my face towards the Window and Bam Hole 
opposite—continued until my Back touched 
the Dressing Table — and on turning 
AROUND—noticed that the resting PLACE 
of the BOX and TREASURE were in a direct 
straight Line with the BARN Hole OPPOSITE. 
Here indeed—was a SURPRISING and SUS¬ 
PICIOUS Coincidence. I went downstairs 
—across the Garden—into the Bam—up the 
Ladder—across the shaky Floor to the HOLE 
and taking away the PAPER—descended 
the Ladder — crossed the Grounds to the 
HOUSE — re-entered the Smoke Room — 
where His Lordship was quietly resting — 
busily reading his London Paper and smok¬ 
ing a Good CIGAR. He—on glancing up— 
could easily see by the expression on my 
FACE that I had made some PROGRESS 
— and queried: anything encouraging, 
BIZZY? I answered YES—I believe there is 
a CLUE this time. Desiring to be informed 
of what I had discovered—I replied it would 
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be advisable to await events—at the same 
time suggesting that I stay in his HOUSE— 
Day and Night if necessary—for the reason 
—that if anything of importance was to be 
revealed—it was essential to be always on 
the job and sleuthing either from the House 
or Grounds of the estate. 

Star Gazer was delighted and invited me 
to stay as long as necessary. I suggested 
that he request one of the Servants to clear 
a space near to the Bedroom Window—and 
have placed there a comfortable Lounge 
and Smoking outfit—which was done. I in¬ 
formed his LORDSHIP—it was my intention 
to be always on the Watch from his Bedroom 
Window—being so conveniently situated— 
it permitted an extensive View of the 
Grounds. Estate and approach from the sur¬ 
rounding country. We then had an ap¬ 
petising Refreshment—and went to his Bed¬ 
room—he occupying an Easy Chair and I 
the lookout Lounge. During the time of a 
Pleasant Smoke and chat—I narrated and 
entertained Him with some of my exciting 
escapades. After the Dinner in the Evening 
we retired for the NIGHT. 

I did not leave the Bedroom for several 
Days—having my Meals brought to me— 
never relaxing my Vigilance on the Country 
wide View and Estate. One Day—about 
Three o'clock in the Afternoon—I was scan¬ 
ning the Horizon by Aid of a Powerful pair 
of Field Glasses — when I perceived a 
HUMAN Form coming stealthily across the 
Fields — he apparently Heading towards 
The estate—was carrying a Square shaped 
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Package. I kept Him in View until he had 
approached within a few hundred Yards of 
the House. When nearing he Crouched 
and crawling close to the dividing Hedges of 
the Estate. His movements arousing my 
Suspicions I hastily went Downstairs—left 
the House—darted rapidly to the Old Bam 
— ascended the Ladder—stepped on the 
Floor and by Aid of a Flashlight found a 
secluded Comer where I hid behind some 
old Baskets. Seated there for probably half 
an hour—I heard someone enter the BARN 
—mount the creaky Ladder—and on getting 
to the TOP—I peering through the cracks of 
the Basket — could distinctly see a MAN 
strike a Match and Light a BULLS-EYE Lan¬ 
tern—after which treading lightly across the 
Floor—to the HOLE — and unbuckling a 
Strap from around the BOX—He opened it 
—and supporting it on a small TRESTLE— 
Lighted a Match and applied it to the Pro¬ 
jection Device. 

He appeared to be Focussing it—and seat¬ 
ing himself beside it for a few moments—I 
could plainly hear Him mutter to himself— 
Acting fine—it will soon be consumed—you 
are doing your work well—another Ten Min¬ 
utes and all will be over—and THE ESTATE 
is MINE Forever. It was now time for me to 
Act—so I quietly stood erect—quickly run¬ 
ning across the Floor—pounced on the vic¬ 
tim and securely affixed a Pair of Hand¬ 
cuffs on his wrists. Among such quiet and 
lonesome surroundings—being so complete¬ 
ly surprised—he swooned. He neither moved 
or uttered a Word—and the despairing and 
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guilty look he gave—knew only too well 
that he had been caught in the Act of wrong 
doing—so shouting for assistance—- the 
Coachman and Butler arrived on the SCtNt 
—I placed the culprit in their custody—he 
being Safely locked in the Cellar and made 
a Prisoner. I rushed upstairs to Star Gazer s 
Bedroom—being in time to see the Wooden 
Box and Treasure ABLAZE which I <pc Y 
extinguished. I had placed the HEIRLOOM 
in a now Duplicate woodon Decoy container 
and located it in the exact place as before. 
Going down stairs—the Man was taken to 
the Bedroom—and showing Him the partial¬ 
ly Burnt Box—I charged him with being an 
incendiary. By this time the tumult had 
disturbed Star Gazer from a quiet read m 
his Den—who—on entering the Bedroom— 
was shocked and grieved that we had as the 
prisoner his disreputable Cousin. He ask- 
ing his Cousin what all this meant. I replied 
_saying his Cousin was a Criminal of the 
worst type—in fact—an Incendiary—after 
which we ascended the Bam Ladder—and 
walking to the apparatus—on investigation 
_found it comprised a Powerful Lamp — 
and combination of LENSES and Burning 
Glasses. 

Requesting His Lordship to remain near 
the Apparatus—I left the Bam and reentered 
the House—went upstairs—picked up an old 
Cigar Box—and locating the Lid in the Focus 
of the Light—a Hole was Burnt in it—also a 
Handkerchief placed in a similar position 
was instantly consumed. 

Returning to Star Gazer and blowing out 
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the Umtem—we carried the Apparatus into 
the House. Turning our attention to the 
Cousin, promising that we intended to be 
lenient with Him. He admitted his guilt- 
who informed us that a Maid had told him 
the Location of the TREASURE and Heir- 
loom. 

Star Gazer NOT wishing to create a 
Scandal—and thus publish the Family His¬ 
tory and Misery to a Gossiping community 
—gave his Cousin the choice of TWO alter¬ 
natives—either to appear in Court and re¬ 
ceive a Jcril sentence—or have his Passage 
Paid to New Zealand and be deported. He 
accepted the better offer and sailed the 
same Week with Five Hundred Dollars in 
his Pocket It is Ten Years since this hap¬ 
pened—His Lordship is still the owner of the 
PEARL TRINKET BOX. His Cousin made 
Good Abroad—and owns the largest Hotel 
in Australia. This was a mysterious affair, 
but all is Well—that ends Well. 



The California Ruby 
Years have elapsed since I was engaged 

on the Case I am now to relate, but for the 
Reader to understand it—they should be 
familiar with the mysterious History back¬ 
ground of the California Ruby# which was 
presumed to have been discovered hun¬ 
dreds of Years ago in the California ranges 
—and being such a Magnificent GEM—-it 
would be pure guess work to name its 
monetary VALUE# which is of secondary im¬ 
portance to the fact that it is the KEY to the 
RULING of a Wealthy Tribe—the ruling of 
which does NOT descend from Parent to 
Child# i.e.# the present day CHIEF or CHIEF- 
TAINESS—but the RULER—be it man or 
woman—is the lucky possessor of the RUBY. 

It had—by favor—trickery and various 
subterfuges — remained in one particular 
line of Descendants for several generations 
—who RULED the PEOPLE with Despotic 
Power—in fact to such an extent that anyone 
who did not cater to their every whim and 
fancy—or were not personified sycophants 
—were deprived of their possessions—and 
in many instances were put to DEATH—the 
RULER'S word was law and had to be 
obeyed. 

The present Ruler—like his predecessor— 
was narrow minded# selfish, retrogrssive 
and DESPOTIC—who lived by plundering 
his subjects. There was however—within 
their midst—a small BAND of a very pro¬ 
gressive party—who—being broadminded# 
intelligent and ambitious—desired to ex- 
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pand and open up an interchange of Trade 
with other countries—thus availing them¬ 
selves of the advancement opportunities by 
which they were surrounded, so they from 
time to time petitioned their RULER for per- 
mission to negotiate trading facilities—in¬ 
timating it would bring them Wealth- 
Power—Friends—and uplift them in gen¬ 
eral. Their request was in vain, always be¬ 
ing cast aside—for the CHIEF —being a 
shrewd and wily being—thought He might 
lose his despotic power and probably be de¬ 
throned if his People were free to deal with 
others. This caused great dissatisfaction 
to this small but intelligently strong band of 
progressives—and slowly but surely the 
surge of internal dissent was rapidly de¬ 
veloping—with the avowed desire to over¬ 
throw the DESPOT and install in his place a 
better personage—but these opportunists 
were so numerically small—as compared 
with his powerful Warriors and the Chief's 
influence—it was a suicidal policy to try and 
attain their object by resorting to force by 
ARMS—so they could conceive nothing but 
a dark future at least for a long period of 
time. 

There had however occurred in their 
midst some robberies by a notorious BAND 
of BRIGANDS—and some of these plunder¬ 
ers—having been captured—the RULER 
had dealt very severely with them—not 
only causing every prisoner to suffer Death, 
but inflicted TORTURE. 

This information reaching the ears of the 
BRIGAND Chief—he vowed VENGEANCE, 
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and his braves made several attempts to 
capture or kill the RULING Despot. One of 
the conditions attached to the office of 
RULER was that a Tribal FEAST DAY had to 
be set aside—once every SIX months—at 
which time the Magnificent RUBY had to be 
fully exposed to view in the CAMP where all 
could enter and inspect for the purpose of 
seeing that the Symbolic POWER was still 
in the possession of the person it qualified to 
hold the exalted and all powerful appoint¬ 
ment. The treasured GEM was on these 
occasions safely guarded by picked War¬ 
riors. 

On one of these eventful Days the RUBY 
was missing—and the throng in excited and 
clamorous mood — demanded to know 
where it was—or what had become of it. 
Things looked very threatening and trouble 
was manifesting, but after a great deal of 
persuasion the RULER had to acknowledge 
the GEM had been LOST or STOLEN. 

The majority groaned—but some cheered 
at its disappearance—they knowing well 
that if the DESPOT could not produce and 
expose it to them before the expiration of Six 
Months that his office would be VACATED 
—and that the person who could and did 
produce the GEM—would be proclaimed 
the RULER—or failing its appearance—as a 
last resource—a Ruler could be elected by 
VOTE of the PEOPLE. 

It was immaterial as to how or where the 
person became possessed of the GEM—be¬ 
cause if any individual on that day Six 
Months hence came forward as the cus- 
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todicm of the RUBY he became the RULER 
on exposing it to view. The evening of the 
day on which the RUBY was not produced— 
secret invitations were sent to every mem¬ 
ber of the PROGRESSIVE band—to attend a 
confidential gathering—and they selected a 
committee of three members—each sworn 
to great secrecy—entered a small private 
Room—and each member of the five hun¬ 
dred strong filed into the room, each one be¬ 
ing asked the question, ARE YOU THE 
POSSESSOR OF THE RUBY, or do you know 
its whereabouts?—and from each was re¬ 
ceived an emphatic NO! Realizing it was 
impossible for any of their followers to be 
elected by VOTE in case the GEM was not 
forthcoming in the SIX Months period— 
there would probably be a new RULER in¬ 
stalled—possibly as bad or worse than the 
present one—and they were very dis¬ 
couraged—when all of a sudden one of the 
fraternity shouted aloud: Have you not 
heard or read about the great Detective 
BIZZY-QUIZZY? I feel confident He can 
discover where it is and restore it to one of 
us. The member was invited to step to the 
platform and tell the delegates all he knew 
about the marvellous BIZZY. He readily 
satisfied the leaders about his World Wide 
FAME—because they decided there and 
then to send a message and hire the great 
QUIZZY. They all shouted in acclamation 
—but said—one more wise than the others 
—What can he do for us, unless we give him 
a CLUE to guide Him? Another, on arising 
said—I can suggest a course of action be- 
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cause he need go no further than to capture 
the BRIGAND CHIEF and his BAND—for did 
the CHIEF not shout—I WILL HAVE MY RE¬ 
VENGE? Hi-Hi—shouted the others. It 
will never do for the BRIGAND CHIEF to be 
elected RULER of our PEOPLE. It would be 
a hundred fold worse than ever—because if 
we did not all become BRIGANDS he would 
surely KILL US. We must leave no stone 
unturned to gain the possession of the 
TREASURE ourselves—and install one of 
our own PROGRESSIVES as the RULER of 
this KINGDOM. So they sent for BIZZY- 
QUTZZY, who arrived with SWANKEE (his 
loyal assistant) at the mountain resort by a 
guard of Honor who were escorted to their 
secret meeting place They enthusiastically 
informed me they had heard of the exploits 
of the great White Man B1ZZY—who had 
such wonderful powers to solve mysteries— 
and then they narrated their grievances and 
dilemma—the history and sacredness of the 
missing RUBY—and the conditional Ruling 
Power due to its possession—and explained 
why they deired the custody of the GEM 
themselves. They confided to me whom 
they suspected—and were so sure that the 
BRIGAND CHIEF had taken it—I was con¬ 
vinced and so impressed by their earnest¬ 
ness that I decided not to look further afield 
than the CHIEF as the problem to solve and 
get the TREASURE. They said they would 
provide me with Men and everything I 
thought necessary to assist me in the hazard¬ 
ous undertaking—and as a recompense for 
my services would treat me handsomely. 
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What they desired was the KEY to the office 
of RULER—the exalted RUBY—and felt con¬ 
fident that I ere long would safely restore 
it to them. The conditions agreed on were 
that if I recovered the GEM. I was to deliver 
it to one of the delegates in the presence of 
all three — and under no circumstances 
whatever—to anyone else—which I solemn¬ 
ly promised would be carried out. 

Referring to their offer — I replied that 
I did not desire any Money or valuables 
as a reward — only out of pocket ex¬ 
penses for SWANKEE and myself and a 
promise from them—that if they came into 
Ruling Power—they would engage in a 
mutually beneficial trade with other parts of 
our GREAT LAND of LIBERTY—and be al- 
wavs LOYAL and TRUE to the STARS and 
STRIPES FOREVER—and to assist with men 
and Money in time of Need and Warfare, 
also they would use their utmost to influence 
other TRIBES to do likewise. To all this 
they assented and said it was one of their 
most cherished desires. Thoroughly un¬ 
derstanding one another—the agreement 
was mutually satisfactory. It was arranged 
that the three delegates were to secretly 
meet each evening at Six o'clock—for me to 
report any progress, or to gather essential 
information. They were to have FIFTY 
chosen BRAVES—fully armed—and ready 
for me at short notice—because I had found 
that the BRIGANDS were a tough outfit of 
desperate characters about two score strong 
—and were presumed to dwell in a CAVE 
at a distance of about Twenty Miles. A fact 
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of importance I found out during my con¬ 
versation was that FOOD was very scarce 
in the country and Camp of the Brigands— 
Game-Birds and other eatables not being 
in plenty—so the Brigands were desperately 
hungry, which made them very bold in their 
plunderings—as after events will show was 
to our advantage. 

Before committing to any decisive move, it 
was essential that I should know the location 
of the hideout in which they dwelled—and 
that would no doubt tax my resourcefulness 
to discover the place. I fully realized this 
would be extremely hazardous—may be a 
case of Life or Death—for if ambushed and 
captured — nothing could save us. The 
only information obtainable was that it 
might be located in a southerly direction 
in a well wooded country—and to get there 
it would necessitate the travelling through a 
forest with intervening bare patches—the 
region being mountainous with numerous 
valleys and gulleys between. I stayed in 
the Village several days so as to be fully in¬ 
formed and acquainted with the many di¬ 
versified conditions to be encountered — 
also the habits and warfare tactics of the 
brigands. At Six o'clock one evening I met 
the committee as usual—and informed them 
that my plans for action had been com¬ 
pleted—and that I intended to set forth the 
next day to try and discover the where¬ 
abouts of the CAVE—and due to its distance 
and probable slowness in tracing the lo¬ 
cation—it might be several days before I re¬ 
turned. SWANKEE and I had procured 
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and packed a Hamper with provisions— 
sufficient to feed us for some time—so the 
following morning at daybreak we began 
our risky journey—and travelled to the out¬ 
skirts of the Village. At the entrance to the 
forest—I checked our bearings by the aid 
of a Compass—and cut a NOTCH in a tree 
to serve as a landmark. We did not carry 
firearms—only a dagger and sharp knife. 
This preliminary trip did not require us to 
take Guns—for they might go off—and the 
noise would attract undesirables—thereby 
possibly proving Death Signals for the two 
of us. Furthermore—if captured—it would 
be in our favor being unarmed and not 
excite suspicion. We made our way through 
forests and dense shrubbery for some miles 
—I taking bearings and tree marking to aid 
us in our return. When in the open made 
good use of my powerful field glasses— 
closely scanning all of interest—and in the 
crossing of open and exposed places—spent 
the time needed to camouflage with foliage. 
In this manner we crept over risky places— 
but never losing sight of each other. In the 
distance we several times saw men—pre¬ 
sumably BRIGANDS—but they apparently 
did not observe us. We advanced in this 
manner for a distance of about Twenty 
Miles—where we often saw the Brigands— 
who were undoubtedly hunting for Game 
and Food—so we surmised that we were in 
close proximity to the sought for cliff dwell¬ 
ers. Holding their GUNS ready to shoot— 
if any birds took to flight—by the aid of the 
Powerful Field Glasses—I discerned that the 
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hunters returned to one particular spot—so 
I instructed SWANKEE to remain concealed 
from view and await my return—whilst I 
snooped around the place—and I slowly 
and stealthily made my way in the direction 
of their apparent rendezvous—making use 
of my glasses—there being one or more of 
the Brigands usually within the range of 
VISION. I noticed there was a big fellow 
—easily distinguishable—dressed in a cos- 
tume that singled him out as the CHIEF of 
a band that numbered about twenty. Un¬ 
observed I crawled for probably a mile— 
and at this distance I had a good view of 
the men who were engaged in earnest con¬ 
versation. This was evidently their en¬ 
campment— because there was a fire — 
cooking outfit, etc. My field glasses dis¬ 
closed what appeared to be a CAVE—which 
presumption was confirmed when several 
men emerged from an opening in the moun¬ 
tain. They all were preparing to eat, be¬ 
cause the fire was aglow and the cauldron 
steaming HOT. Prudence prevailed—so I 
deemed it wise to withdraw from the lo¬ 
cation and making landmarks for guidance 
I cautiously returned to find SWANKEE 
safely awaiting me. Greeting him I told 
him of the success in discovering the CAVE. 
It then being about eleven o'clock in the 
forenoon, we began to retract our steps. At 
convenient locations I affixed to trees a 
small detector DEVICE called a HUMMER— 
named after the Humming Bird on account 
of the similarity of the SOUND. This device 
was responsive to a Patent sound amplifier 
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that I carried—and emitted the HUM when 
I approached it from a distance of several 
hundreds of feet. This proviso expedited 
our certainty to return in the right direction 
at night or day—it being a sound compass 
of unfailing directional accuracy. In the 
solving of these menacing problems I NEVER 
left anything to CHANCE—so I schemed the 
PLAN of action to the most minute details— 
because in my extensive experience I 
found that perfect planning was absolutely 
essential for success. Making rapid pro¬ 
gress we returned safely to the village and 
it being about eight o'clock in the evening— 
we had some good EATS and feeling very 
tired we retired for the night. After a re¬ 
freshing sleep we arose the next morning 
full of PEP—had a bath and substantial 
breakfast—after which we went shopping 
for eatables. Purchasing a big supply and 
packing in convenient crates, they were 
loaded and transferred by Airplane to the 
outskirts of the Town and deposited at a 
safe place. We had a dozen Lanterns filled 
with Oil, and a good supply of FLASH¬ 
LIGHTS. Not overlooking anything we 
thought essential to the trip and it now be¬ 
ing late afternoon—we chased back home 
—had eats and rested. At Six o'clock we 
met the delegates and reported that all was 
ready to start, and I needed Fifty LOYAL 
Men at Eight P. M.—to be fully armed and 
prepared to FIGHT—if necessary. I inform¬ 
ed them that I had located the BRIGANDS 
and the CAVE—but at present it was not 
prudent for me to disclose any information 
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that could leak and might frustrate my well 
organized PLANS. 

The men arrived—it being then quite 
DARK—so SWANKEE and I guided the 
band to the forest outskirts. We located 
our stock of food — and each of the party 
carrying his share — traveled a distance 
of over a mile — and there encamped 
for the night, which passed without any 
alarming incident. Arising at daylight the 
next morning—we had a hearty breakfast 
and continued the journey — making as 
rapid headway as was consistent with 
safety — wherever necessary disguising by 
coverings of foliage. The HUMMERS act¬ 
ing to perfection by guiding us on the right 
track. We came to a halt at a hidden 
place to within about two miles from the 
CAVE—which appeared to be their hunting 
ground—as evidenced by snares, traps, etc. 

At this spot—we distributed the canned 
food in and around the shrubbery and 
foliage — scattering it over an extensive 
area, we returned to our resting place 
— about two miles away — and whilst 
having some good EATS, a smoke and 
taste of a fine vintage Wine—I entertained 
the boys by narrating some of my most ex¬ 
citing experiences—and then cuddled to a 
night's sleep. We were awakened the 
next mom by the singing Birds that abound¬ 
ed there. After eating—we started on the 
most perilous lap of the journey—instruct¬ 
ing them to cautiously follow—and in case 
of danger I would signal by a low whistle— 
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when all would He flat on the ground. 
Nothing of an exciting nature occurred to 
mar our progress—we crawled to within 
about half a mile of the Cave—where I 
called a halt. Taking one half of the men 
—we circuited around and stationed them 
about one hundred yards to the EAST— 
each man choosing an out of sight spot- 
shielded by trees or foliage. They were 
instructed to not make any move or noise 
until I signalled. If they heard any shots 
they were to make towards the Cave— 
which had been pointed out to them and if 
they saw any Brigands running towards the 
Camp or fighting— to shoot them down and 
take no chances by unduly assuming any 
risk of harm to themselves. So wishing 
them good luck and telling them to use 
their heads in case of emergency I departed 
and returned to the rest of the boys—and 
guided them to a convenient place about 
the same distance on the WEST side of the 
cave, giving each one similar advice to the 
others—and not to act unless SWANK EE or 
I signalled. The tactics was to serve a cross¬ 
fire volley into the Brigands if they tried to 
regain the Camp—on they discovering us 
as intruders. Presently there emerged from 
the mouth of the Cave several hungry look¬ 
ing desperadoes—with gun in hand—who 
dashed in the direction of the hunting 
ground and in about thirty minutes they re¬ 
turned carrying boxes of the foods we had 
deposited—and tossing them to the ground 
they excitedly rushed into the cave to tell 
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the others to come out and see their find. 
There were — maybe a score of men 
who held an animated conversation and 
frantically waving their arms—all dashed 
off towards the Happy hunting grounds— 
little surmising what was in store for them 
on their return with the goods. Presently 
each one was seen struggling under the 
labor of the heavy loads they carried—and 
this was the opportune time for me to resolve 
on a BOLD MOVE—so lighting a half dozen 
Lanterns—one side of which was shielded 
from the view of the Brigands—I fired a 
pistol shot which was the Signal for each 
man to at once put on their GAS MASKS— 
at the same time by means of a cylinder 
of compressed Air I torpedoed a reservoir 
of TEAR GAS into the atmosphere that 
sprayed the oncoming but tired Brigands. 
It was very effective—for each dropped 
their load and guns and began to rub their 
eyes in great distress Telling my men to 
cover each with their guns—SWANKEE, 
half a dozen of my men and I—rushed into 
the cave and captured the three men in 
there—who had been awaiting the return 
of their comrades. We made prisoners 
and captured the whole outfit of Brigands 
without bloodshed or a shot having been 
fired. 

The Food Trap and Tear Gas had 
functioned to perfection. The problem now 
was to locate and recover the symbolic 
Power RUBY. I asked the Brigands if 
they knew anything of the missing Gem— 
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but they either did not or would not under¬ 
stand us—so there was the alternative of a 
search for the prize. Using the lanterns and 
flash lights we hunted high and low—and 
in every nook and comer—but not a trace 
of the TREASURE could we find. Feeling 
somewhat discouraged, I suddenly thought 
of my latest Invention—an ELECTRIC GEM 
FINDING DETECTOR—so taking it out of 
my pocket, and pressing a contact which 
put the device in action—I placed a sensitive 
PHONE to my ear—and in my hand carry¬ 
ing a hollow Ivory tube provided with an 
Indicator that functioned on the principle of 
a DIVINING ROD—I walked around, point¬ 
ing the Ivory WAND in contact with the 
cave's ground—roof and sides. STOP— 
LOOK—LISTEN. A very weak response— 
YES. Exciting and inspiring—I heard a faint 
CLICK-CLICK which becoming Louder and 
Louder attained a Maximum intensity — 
and realizing I was close to a Gem of some 
kind (DIAMOND—EMERALD—PEARL or 
RUBY) I very carefully searched by the aid 
of a Powerful Magnifying Glass the location 
indicated by the responsive WAND. As¬ 
sisted by the visibility of a FLASH Light I 
discerned a granite Stone fitted flush in the 
wall of the cave. Prying it loose — with 
the aid of a flasher I peered in and withdrew 
a small package and with trembling hands 
and expectant curiosity—on unwrapping 
there was the desired RUBY—a magnificent 
beauty that defied adequate description, its 
fascination was overwhelming—emitting a 
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PHOSPHORESCENT Redness of dazzling 
splendor. Showing it to the men—I care¬ 
fully secreted in my hip pocket—close to my 
trusted revolver—and returned to the vil¬ 
lage after a forced march of five hours. 
Thanking all the boys we dispersed and be¬ 
ing tired—after eats—SWANKEE and I 
went to bed. The following evening I safe¬ 
ly delivered the RUBY into the custodv of 
the delegates, they presenting me with a 
suitable GIFT—and the next mom a guard 
of Honor gave us a never to be forgotten 
send off. The last words I shouted were DO 
NOT FORGET YOUR PROMISE. 

In due course a chosen member of the 
progressive band was elected RULER by 
virtue of the symbolic RUBY. The people 
are prosperous and happy in freedom of 
act and speech. They have kept their 
promise well—as has been evidenced on 
occasions in which they have lovallv assist¬ 
ed our great land of the STARS AND 
STRIPES. 

The BRIGAND CHIEF and his followers 
were banished from our shores and trans¬ 
ported in a NAVY Vessel to an uninhabited 
Island in the semi-tropical South Seas— 
landed thereon with a good supply of pro¬ 
visions and all essentials to pioneer and 
develop a new found land that abounded in 
game birds — and profuse in vegetation 
and luscious fruits—and thus ended for the 
benefit of all concerned one of the most 
thrilling of many experiences without the 
necessity of having to resort to the spilling 
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of blood. This is made possible by utilizing 
ingenious scientific devices in cooperation 
with the intelligence of mankind to solve 
difficult and hazardous problems. RED— 
WHITE and BLUE—The Stars and Stripes 
FOREVER. The Brigand Chief avenged! 



The Million Dollar Diamond 
Robbery 

Seated in the Office—looking over the list 
of Detective Cases—the phone rang—a 
gentleman asked, is that BIZ-QUIZ? YES— 
Please come immediately to my Office and 
send your card to Mr. William Lawson— 
address is 25 State Street—I have a very 
urgent case. Hastily donning coat and 
hat—I taxied to his Office. On entering—I 
noticed he was a prosperous diamond mer¬ 
chant. Leading me into the private Office 
—he closed and locked the door—handed 
me an excellent Cigar — and seating—re¬ 
lated the following: 

I—with several colleagues—a close Cor¬ 
poration—owning and controlling some of 
the most valuable Diamond Mines in 
South Africa—have a World Wide clientele. 

In one of the Mines there was found—a 
huge GEM—which after being Cut and 
Polished was easily the largest—finest and 
most brilliant stone in existence — being 
flawless and of a pure steel-blue Color of 
great rarity—valued by ourselves and ex¬ 
perts at ONE MILLION DOLLARS. We have 
a standing order from a New York Million¬ 
aire to give him the first change to pur¬ 
chase a GEM of this description. It was 
imported to this country in the ROUGH— 
and to ensure safe transit it was necessary 
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to take special precautions—so we dele¬ 
gated three of our highest paid trustworthy 
officials—to bring it from South Africa. Each 
was cautioned to great secrecy—never to 
be seen apart—they having special reset: 
vations on the Boat—in which they ate, 
lounged and slept 

It was safely delivered here at a cost of 
over Five Thousand Dollars—a mere baga¬ 
telle—as compared to its great value. On 
arrival—the stone was placed in the care 
of the most expert lapidarists in New York 
—they being instructed to produce the finest 
Gem that human skill could produce. 

The three most experienced artisans 
worked on the stone—night and day—in 
three shifts each of eight hours. To protect 
the treasure — it was guarded by nine 
trusties—three on each shift—with the lapi- 
darist—the Diamond being always in the 
charge of four men. These guards were 
paid one hundred dollars per week. In ad¬ 
dition to safeguarding the stone they collect¬ 
ed the drippings and cuts from the master 
stone—and conserved the diamond powder. 
Being such an important cut and polish job 
—taking several months—the Cost was in 
excess of Fifty Thousand Dollars—by the 
time the Treasure was ready for the market. 

When finished, it turned out to be the 
largest and most brilliant stone in the world. 
In the rough being very symmetrical, in 
shape—it split into the master stone of maxi¬ 
mum size, which provided for greatest econ¬ 
omy plus finished value. There being very 
few cuts of large size—the cleavage being 
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so expertly done—the original rough size 
approximated to the tinished Gem. 

We made a replica of the stone—and de¬ 
cided to see the possible millionaire client 
the next week—so placed it in the special 
Safe for Gems of great value. 

Before actual delivery to the purchaser, 
we issued invitations to a score or more ex¬ 
perts and publicity men to view the mag¬ 
nificent Gem—and provided a party for its 
inspection, the Bauble being transported to 
my residence safeguarded by several secret 
men—and locked in the family vault in my 
bedroom. The distinguished assembly ar¬ 
rived—we met in the smoke room—the But¬ 
ler refreshing each with the usual neces¬ 
sities — the amazing Diamond being the 
chief topic of conversation. 

After seven o'clock dinner—I went up¬ 
stairs—got the Treasure—returned to the 
assembled guests and placed the eyeful on 
view—it resting on a black velvet cushion— 
which permitted the scintillating brilliancy 
of its emanations to show the dazzling 
beauty to perfection. The astonished gaze 
of the guests and lapidary experts stamped 
the Gem as an outstanding Treasure—the 
likes of which none had seen—its laudation 
surpassing our fondest expectations — 
the ladies were fascinated and very excited 
over its appealing qualities, and many 
would have liked to be the possessor. 

After the glamour of inspection, we three 
partners carried the Treasure upstairs to my 
room, where it was locked in the secret 
strong box. we returning to the assembled 
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guests, who departed for their homes at mid¬ 
night About one o'clock — retiring for 
the night, I took a last admiring glance at 
the magnificent stone—it being the size of 
a goose egg—jumped into bed and dropped 
off to sleep. 

Awakening the next mom — leisurely 
dressing and completing my toilet—I open¬ 
ed the secret drawer — and was dumb¬ 
founded to find it empty. Amazed and 
dazed as if in a trance—thinking I might be 
mistaken—I again looked—ALAS! only too 
true — the GEM WAS GONE. I made a 
frantic search all over and around the place 
—but not a trace of the treasure was in sight, 
I SHOUTED—STOLEN! Half rushing, half 
stumbling down the staircase—grabbing 
the PHONE—I excitedly beseeched each 
six of my partners to come to the house with¬ 
out delay — intimating the loss of the 
STONE—advising each not to raise an 
alarm at the house when entering—it not 
being advisable to hue and cry at this stage. 

The partners arrived—we in conference 
—decided to hire you, BIZZY to recover the 
GEM. Concluding his narration—asking— 
if he suspected anyone—NO, was the an¬ 
swer. The only thing he knew—it had dis¬ 
appeared between 1 a.m. and 9 a.m.—at the 
time he was in a sound sleep. I will pay 
Fifty Thousand Dollars for its return to me— 
so please get in harness at the soonest pos¬ 
sible, because I am confident that you can 
solve the mystery. I have notified our rich 
client there will be an unavoidable delay in 
the date of delivery—and that's all 
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Wishing me good luck, I departed—went 
to the Club, and met Swankee (my Assistant) 
—to whom I unfolded the problem—instruct¬ 
ing him to be available at short notice. 

Considering several plans that passed in 
my mind—I concluded it not prudent—and 
would be a waste of valuable time—to go 
to Mr. Lawson's residence to make a search 
—feeling confident it was an inside job. I 
did not intend to excite the suspicion of the 
probable KNOW ALL—he no doubt being a 
confederate of thieves. I did, however, get 
in touch with Mr. Lawson—and gathered 
detailed information about the help and 
occupants of the house. 

I decided on a BOLD MOVE—so sent 
Swankee with a NOTE to half a dozen of the 
most likely BIG-STUFF Robbers—listed on 
our PAID members of SQUEALERS. Ex¬ 
perience has proved in nearly every big 
LOOT CASE that either one or all of these 
men knew something of the HAUL—and pro¬ 
vided—he was not directly involved as the 
culprit, he would be only too willing to SELL 
the information to BIZ-QUIZ for a Couple of 
Hundred Dollars. This class of criminals 
are in close contact—in thieves' rendezvous 
—and usually SPREAD the news among the 
PALS—one or more of whom are Well Paid 
listeners IN—they being the Police and De¬ 
tective stoolies—in cases where INFOR¬ 
MATION RECEIVED results in the appre¬ 
hension of criminals. 

A message was sent to each of the stoolies 
—timed so that I would interview the sev¬ 
eral men (to avoid they knowing that others 
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were being interrogated*) We reposed con¬ 
fidence in them—and they in us—knowing 
we would not divulge any of their secrets to 
the guilty one. Awaiting the arrival of the 
man due first—1 felt rather dubious that any 
information on this case would be forth¬ 
coming — because, if in the know, I should 
have had a visit from one by this time. 

A knock at the door—in walked Sneaky 
Smith. How do. Sneaky — same to you, 
QUIZ. Enow anything? NO—Not a thing? 
NO. If you should hear anything out of the 
way—come at once—and if I am not in— 
leave a note. I will tell the Clerk to hand 
you a Paper slip and an envelope—in which 
you can seal any news—so handing him a 
Five Dollar Bill and good Cigar, he de¬ 
parted. 

At convenient intervals—the rest of the 
GANG were interviewed — ALL with a 
Negative result I was convinced none 
knew a thing about the case at that time. 

The tracing of the criminals was now my 
problem to solve—it being about three o'¬ 
clock in the afternoon—so I sauntered down 
the various streets in the slums and dives 
that harbored this type of men—visiting sev¬ 
eral likely places — where we sometimes 
hear things of sleuth importance—but noth¬ 
ing tangible was manifest. 

I deduced the Diamond was still in New 
York—and might not be taken out of the 
City for some time—maybe months would 
elapse—the thieves awaiting for the heat to 
cool off—it being a risky gamble to try and 
dispose of a GEM this size—not being read- 
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ily saleable except to a very few—would 
take the hazard of handling this Stone, even 
in view of the fact that its loss had not been 
known to the PRESS and its agents—who 
would quickly publish SCOOP news of such 
notoriety. It being now six o'clock, I lo¬ 
cated Swankee, went home, had dinner— 
a chat, smoke—and prepared plans for 
early action the next day. 

Before retiring I PHONED headquarters- 
seeking information—if any message for me 
—and a NO answer—went to bed. 

Arising early—after a refreshing night's 
sleep — had a fine breakfast — thoughtful 
smoke—meditating on the plan of action in 
detail. I disguised as a ragged old, feeble 
man—false shaggy beard — crooked worn 
walking stick—smoked glasses—down at 
heels shoes—an old basket, partially filled 
with Oranges — some popcorn, chewing 
gum and a carton of cigarettes. 

About nine A. M. Swankee and I started 
our sleuth — I going alone—but instructing 
Swankee to be close at hand—ready for 
action. Visiting several of the joints—with 
no results—I stepped in the SLY GOAT Tav¬ 
ern. At entering—I heard a fellow say—is 
it a real one?—YES—as big as your fist. By 
that time—they glanced and seeing me— 
the talk stopped. I went to each of the 
Gang — offering Oranges for sale — the 
answer was—we want BEER and not juices. 

I tarried for a time—trying to sell these two 
fellows some of my goods—so as to get a 
good look, and possibly hear more. Walk¬ 
ing slowly to the Exit, one fellow said 
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"the old joker is on his last legs." Yes, he's 
got one loot in the grave—and such like 
remarks were hurled at me. I figured these 
were my catch—so going to Swankee on the 
pretense of selling oranges—told him of my 
quarry—handed him a note, to give to the 
first Officer he could find—for delivery to 
headquarters—requesting them to have in 
readiness several plain clothes men. 

Not losing sight of the Sly Goat Tavern- 
scrutinizing the men entering and leaving 
—in a short time the two fellows came out 
and shuffled down an alley to another joint 
which they entered. About six o'clock in 
the evening, coming out they proceeded to 
a dive in the slum rendezvous of criminals. 
Following at a safe distance — dodging 
hither and thither behind doorways — to 
avoid being seen, if they had peered bade 
—I arrived at the joint. The place was 
lighted—the blinds being drawn. So stand¬ 
ing erect, I found a crack, and peering in¬ 
side saw four desperate characters seated 
around a table, earnestly conversing. 
Presently one of the men arising, walked to 
the fireplace—withdrawing a loose brick- 
extracted a glistening piece of glass—and 
taking it to the table showed it to his com¬ 
rades. Under the light — the iridescent 
emanations were dazzling. I realizing it 
to be the TREASURED GEM—so near yet so 
far. Being full of joy—my heart beat so 
loudly — I was afraid the fellows inside 
might hear it—so withdrew, to think well 
over my plans to recover the Bauble. 

Retracing my steps along the Alley — I 
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gave a low signal whistle for Swankee— 
instructing him to round up the Officers. An¬ 
ticipating it might be a hard proposition— 
if not very carefully executed. In the course 
of half an hour—Swankee reported that all 
was ready. 

Locating the men in strategic places— 
each side of the exit door—at the bottom of 
the porch—Swankee stood erect—I hurdled 
his back and shoulders to the porch—he 
handed me the orange basket—and cat¬ 
climbing to the roof, crawled to the chimney. 

Taking from the basket, I dusted a two- 
pound sack of RED PEPPER inside—poured 
down the half of a half gallon bottle of 
BISULPHIDE of CARBON—the other half I 
used to saturate a big sponge which I sus¬ 
pended inside the chimney—by a three foot 
wire anchored on the chimney—Lighted a 
box of FUSEES — dropped them on the 
sponge, plugged the chimney with a damp 
gunny sack and the basket of oranges — 
got down from the roof, stepped to the door, 
adjusted our Gas Masks — and awaited 
events. 

The Volatile Pungent Bisulphide—carry¬ 
ing the irritating Cayenne Pepper, was ef¬ 
fective. In a few moments — SNEEZING, 
COUGHING and cussing aplenty — the 
Door was thrown wide open—there rushed 
out the four men—staggering and gasping 
for breath, who, seeing us, tried to pull 
their GUNS. 

We were too quick—giving the Gang the 
whole works of Ammonia Spray, released 
from high pressure squirt guns. The hand- 
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cuffs were easily applied, and they col¬ 
lapsed. Each one was relieved of his shoot¬ 
ing irons, and searched. From one of the 
fellow's pocket I extracted the DIAMOND— 
which I safely locked in my secret pocket. 

The Police Ambulance took them to jail 
—they all confessed—saying their accom¬ 
plice was the House Butler—whom we took 
into custody. Admitting the theft of the 
GEM—said he overheard his master and 
guests talking about the magnificent Stone 
—during the time he was serving refresh¬ 
ments. 

He watched the boss carry the Diamond 
upstairs, and secrete it in the dressing table. 
About three o'clock in the morning he 
guietly entered the Bedroom—opened the 
Drawer and took the GEM, and in the early 
mom crept out of the house, went to the 
Thieves' Den, handed them the Stone—on 
promise of a share in the spoils after dis¬ 
posal—returned home and went to bed. 

I restored the Treasured Diamond to the 
grateful Owner—who presented me with a 
cheque for FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS— 
which I split—Five Thousand Dollars to 
Swankee — and the same amount divided 
between the Six faithful Officers. 

The Wealthy New Yorker paid ONE MIL 
LION Dollars for the BLAZING Ball of Fire. 
I related the episode of its having been 
stolen—and the exciting time in its recovery. 
Caressing the GEM—he listened with great 
pleasure—being much enthused—saying 
that a good true Story enhanced its VALUE. 

Stem JUSTICE disciplined the Criminals 
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—now incarcerated where they can medi¬ 
tate on the FOLLY OF CRIME. 

It was not a bad capture for an old infirm 
peddler—whose oranges camouflaged a lot 
of trouble for the culprits. The UNDER¬ 
WORLD turn Pale and tremble with Fear— 
when the GRAPEVINE alludes to the great 
BIZ-QUIZ and his SNEEZUM-CATCHUM. 

The Wife of the Wealthy New Yorker 
sports the Dazzling Bauble in a Magnificent 
TIARA — when seated in the Diamond 
Horseshoe—Hobnobbing with the Upper 
Four Hundred and looking DOWN on the 
Under TEN Thousand — at the Opening 
NIGHT of the Grand Opera Season at the 
METROPOLITAN. 
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The Phantom Image 
Hastening to Town one morning — a 

Brougham stopped—and my attention was 
attracted when I noticed a well dressed 
young Lady beckoning me to go to her. I 
stepped to the conveyance—and she said— 
Detective BIZ-QUIZ, I believe? I answered, 
YES, noticing that she was very pale and 
excited. She said I am Miss Ormiston, and 
she requested that I listen to an Urgent Case 
—which she desired me to investigate. 

Replying that I was at her Service—she 
invited me to get in the Brougham—and in¬ 
structed the Coachman to drive us to her 
Residence. I, overhearing her—said I did 
not consider it advisable to go to her house 
—for I being so well known—it might arouse 
the suspicions of persons—and if secrecy 
was desired on the case— it would be more 
cautious to go to my Headquarters—she get¬ 
ting the idea—we returned to my place 
where we could have the case gone over 
without eavesdroppers overhearing — and 
thus keep the Case confidential and secret. 

Arriving at my Home — I ushered her 
Ladyship into the Reception Room, and 
closing the Door—she unfolded to me the 
following: I am the only surviving daughter 
of the late Major Ormiston—He was in the 
ARMY—fought in the WARS abroad—and, 
being of a Scientific turn of mind—and an 
expert Mineralogist — thought He would 
like to collect Specimens of that Country 
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complete as possible—so after the conclu¬ 
sion of the WAR he requested the Govern¬ 
ment to Grant Him SIX Months leave of ab¬ 
sence and remain in that Country so as to 
fulfil his ambition. 

He obtained permission—and whilst hunt¬ 
ing for Specimens—one day discovered a 
Gold Bearing Rock or Quartz—and collect¬ 
ing a sample, the Test showed a yield of 
many OUNCES to the TON of Rock—so pur¬ 
chasing the Land for several Miles Square 
—resigned his Commission in the Army— 
and having some Friends, invited several 
to share in his good FORTUNE—they to 
Finance the Venture. The Mining enterprise 
was so successful—my Father becoming so 
Rich—that as each of the Four Partners 
Died—he purchased their Share from the 
Trustees who handled their Estates—and 
became the sole Owner of the MINE. 

At the early Age of Forty—his Health 
broke down — so the DOCTOR advised 
Father to return to His Native Country — if 
he wished to have his Health restored—so 
Father followed the Doctor's Advice in 
whom he had every confidence. NOT then 
being able to take an active interest in the 
Property—the Capital investment being so 
great—and thinking it an unwise Policy to 
permit anyone else to Manage the Venture 
on his behalf—He disposed of all his Right, 
Title and Interest—for a cool TWO Million 
Dollars. 

After His return to England — in a few 
Years—His Health was fully restored, and 
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being a very active Man—looked about so 
as to locate a promising Paying Business 
with the Idea of investing some of his 
Capital — and on being informed that a 
Gigantic Railroad was to be Built — which 
offered the prospect of being a financially 
successful undertaking—it passing through 
a Choice Country which was in rapid de¬ 
velopment— He invested the Whole of his 
Fortune in the PROJECT. Well—like many 
gigantic Schemes—it took several Years be¬ 
fore it began to Pay its way—and in the 
meantime the Original Investors—including 
my Father—Lost all their money—the Pro¬ 
ject went into Bankruptcy—the Trustees Sold 
the Railroad to another Body of Financiers 
—who Eventually made much Money out of 
it However, to make a Long Story Short— 
the Grief — due to the Loss—caused the 
Death of my Mother—and there was left— 
Father and Four Children—Two Boys and 
Two Girls. There was enough Capital 
Saved to provide an income of about FIVE 
Thousand Dollars a Year—from which to 
maintain the property and Family in fairly 
comfortable Circumstances. My Two Broth¬ 
ers Died of serious Illness before our Fathers 
Demise—He Dying at the Age of 54—hasten¬ 
ed by GrieL Disappointment and a broken 
Heart. In his Will he left us Two Girls — 
sister Mary and I — LILLIAN — an Equal 
Share in everything, with a Proviso that if 
either of us Died before MARRIAGE — it 
should go to my Father's Brother—an only 
Uncle — Whom was made our sole Trustee 
—and it was arranged that we should all 
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Live together in the Old HOMESTEAD—we 
then being under the Guidance and pro¬ 
tection of a Male Member of the Family. 

My UNCLE had several weaknesses — 
Gambling and the addiction to Alcohol—he 
could NOT lay his Hands on Money enough 
to satisfy His GREED. We all lived a fairly 
Happy and Contented Life, and went away 
for several Weeks' Vacation — to Pleasure 
Resorts in the SUMMER Months—and on 
one of these Occasions we met a Captain 
Clements—who fell violently in LOVE with 
Sister MARY—the outcome resulting in her 
engagement—to be Married in SIX Months. 

On our arrival HOME — we informed 
Uncle. He appeared to be greatly annoyed 
and said—if Young Ladies were sensible— 
they would NOT get Married. However 
about TEN days before the Date set for Sis¬ 
ter's marriage — one early Morning—if I 
remember correctly — I heard a terrifying 
SHRIEK and hastily getting out of BED— 
rushed to my Sister's Bedroom—it sounding 
like Her voice — and on arriving at her 
DOOR — she was coming through — trem¬ 
bling like a Leaf, and PALE as DEATH— 
screamed — OH, LILLIAN — I have seen a 
most horrible spectacle—it standing in front 
of me and hovering over the BED was a most 
Hideous IMAGE. I tried to touch it—but 
could NOT—for it disappeared from VIEW. 
I comforted Mary and tried to persuade her 
that she must have had a Nightmare—tell¬ 
ing Her that she was probably mistaken. 
Advising Her to return to Bed — Suggested 
that if there was a repetition of the ex- 
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perience—that she come to my Bedroom— 
after which I returned to my Room, and was 
probably in Bed about an Hour — when I 
again was awakened by the same piercing 
Scream. I ran to her Room—but on ar¬ 
riving at the DOOR—all was quiet—NOT a 
sound coming from within—so I concluded 
that Sister had been Dreaming—and did not 
enter—but quietly returned to my Room. 

The next Morning—Sister MARY did not 
come down to Breakfast—which was very 
unusual—so Uncle Ormiston suggested that 
the Maid go and call Her—which she did— 
and returned immediately shrieking in ter¬ 
ror — saying that Sister not answering her 
knock at the Door — on opening it — she 
found her Dead in BED. We all rushed up¬ 
stairs to the Bedroom—and only too TRUE 
—poor Mary was Dead—she having a most 
frightened and agonizing expression on her 
Lovely Face. 

At the CORONER'S Inquest they brought 
in a Verdict — Shock due to the Nervous 
System — whilst in a NIGHTMARE. This 
happened some Three Years ago—and for 
the first Twelve Months after her DEATH— 
it being such a terrible shock — losing my 
only Sister and Bosom Companion—that I 
suffered from an attack of Nervous Pros¬ 
tration—so our Doctor advised me to take a 
trip to JAMAICA for a Six Months' Holiday 
and complete change of environment. I 
acting on his suggestion — packed my 
Trunks—went Abroad and improved rapid¬ 
ly. During my visit—I met a Gentleman— 
who was the Proprietor of very extensive 
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FRUIT Lands and we falling in LOVE—be¬ 
came engaged—our Marriage having been 
arranged for this Month. On announcing 
my engagement and intended Marriage to 
Uncle, he lost control of himself and gave 
vent to a Raging Passion — saying that 
Judgment would surely fall upon my head— 
and something would happen to me. He— 
being in such a RAGE—I did not take much 
notice of his indiscreet remarks — and they 
had passed out of Mind. My intended has 
visited our House—several times—and he 
apparently gets along very well with Uncle 
—his last Visit was a fortnight ago making 
final preparations for the Wedding Day. 
Well—last evening I retired to Bed about 
Eleven o'clock—and must have been asleep 
about Two Hours, when I was awakened by 
a Bright Light being Flashed across my 
EYES and on opening — could clearly 
see a very IMPISH Image dancing in front 
of Me—it making most Hideous and terrify¬ 
ing movements—at a distance of about Four 
Feet. 

I gave one frightened SHOUT—jumped 
Quickly out of BED—and after collecting my 
thoughts and coming to full senses — it 
all having happened so suddenly that I was 
half DAZED—looking around in the direc¬ 
tion toward where I had seen the IMAGE, 
it had disappeared from view. 

I did NOT dare go to Bed again — so I 
partially dressed—picked up a BOOK and 
reading — was anxiously awaiting the ar¬ 
rival of early Mom and Daylight—when I 
recalled My Sister's Strange DEATH—her 
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shriek—my going to meet her at the Bed¬ 
room—she saying she had been frightened 
by an Illuminated Image — which so re¬ 
freshed my Memory I concluded I had the 
same experience to the one that had caused 
her Death. 

Arising this Morning—after Breakfast—I 
decided to seek your aid and advice — not 
daring to sleep again in that HOUSE until 
such times as my confidence is restored 
which can only be restored by having you 
thoroughly INVESTIGATE the Mystery of 
this case—which appears so coincident. In 
conclusion Miss Lillian asked me if I thought 
there was anything wrong or very sus¬ 
picious — and replying — that I would with¬ 
out any DELAY—attempt to Solve the Prob¬ 
lem—which might NOT be very difficult— 
She was greatly relieved at my assurance, 
saying she would render all the assistance 
possible. Asking Lillian if the Uncle was 
at Home — she replied — YES—and on fur¬ 
ther inquiry found that his Bedroom was lo¬ 
cated next Door to hers. Advising Lillian 
NOT to say a word to anyone—it was ar¬ 
ranged that she be awaiting for me at Eight 
o'clock PROMPT. 

After thinking about the Case for a couple 
of Hours—I went to the Club and finding 
SWANKEE (my confidential assistant), 
touched Him on the Arm he said—How do, 
BIZ—got anything special to do — or have 
you time for a Game of Pool? NOT being 
in a great hurry—we had our game of Bil¬ 
liards — and a quiet Talk — I saying that I 
needed his invalvuable Services in the Eve- 
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ning—to help me SOLVE a rather unusual 
Case—after which we hailed a TAXI and 
went HOME. It being then about four o'¬ 
clock in the afternoon—I re-engaged the Car 
for 7:30 prompt that evening. We had a 
nice DINNER—a quiet Smoke and talked 
over our Plans when a RING was heard at 
the Door—the Maid entered informe dus 
the Chauffeur was at our convenience. Slip¬ 
ping into our coats and hats, we jumped 
aboard and instructing the Driver to stop at 
the Comer of Labumam Street in a certain 
suburban Town — speeded to our destina¬ 
tion. After about 20 minutes' drive the Taxi 
pulled up — we alighted—and paying Him 
the Fare with the customary Tip—He drove 
away. 

Walking quickly to the House, and turn¬ 
ing down a side Lane, we found Lillian 
awaiting us. Cautiously following — she 
led us unobserved to an exclusive Sitting 
Room, located in the rear of the House. Here 
we cosily grouped in front of a Cheery Fire 
—she handing us something Warm and a 
Good Cigar—which we enjoyed. Asking 
Lillian to close and Lock the Door of the 
room—she informing Me that the Uncle was 
in the House—I suggested that she on some 
pretext—either get Him out of the place, or 
keep Him busily engaged in his own DEN— 
so as to give us the opportunity to look over 
his place. With that she went out—in a few 
moments returning—saying all was safe for 
an Hour or so—He being interested in read¬ 
ing a Sporting Paper—which she had pro¬ 
cured for Him. After giving the Uncle time 
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to get settled I asked Lillian to go upstairs to 
the Room and see if all was safe for us to 
proceed. On her return and O.K.—we left 
the Sitting Room and went to her Bed¬ 
room — we scrutinizing the Room, and 
also the Uncle's. Not finding anything to 
excite our suspicions — cautiously returned 
to her Bedroom — there being nothing we 
could do—except to be patient and await 
events. Informing Lillian that the safest 
plan to avoid being seen—suggested we all 
stay in her Bedroom—because if the Uncle 
was playing any pranks—he would in all 
probability repeat the ACT until successful 
in attaining the desired object. If there was 
any discovery to be made—it being only a 
matter of time before we Solved the Mystery. 
Being about TEN o'clock—I suggested that 
Lillian go downstairs to tell her Uncle—not 
feeling too well — she did not desire any 
Supper and was going to her bedroom for 
a quiet Read and then retire for the NIGHT. 
She followed the instructions and returned— 
locking the Door so that no one might enter. 
Telling her that we could manage without 
her Aid—it would however be better for her 
to stay in the place—because I desired her 
to play the very important act of screaming 
if and when the Image appeared. This 
would cause the Uncle to continue his op¬ 
erations until such times as we could catch 
him Red-Handed in the ACT. She thought 
this a very clever Idea. I then packed the 
KEY HOLE and placed a Sheepskin Rug at 
the bottom of the Door—the Windows well 
curtained and room so fixed that no one 
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could see into it. Having the Light turned 
on — we conversed in a subdued tone of 
voice—and passed the time reading the 
day's News — knowing full well that noth¬ 
ing would happen until Uncle came up¬ 
stairs. About Twelve o'clock we heard 
someone lock the door downstairs — and 
shortly afterwards the Uncle passed and 
hesitated at the Door—as if listening for any 
Noise on the Inside — and calling Good- 
Night, Lillian — I heard him enter his Bed¬ 
room—Lillian did not reply to his Goodnight 
and he no doubt concluded that she was 
asleep — so I suggested that we turn the 
Light down to a Very FAINT Glimmer and 
be Patient In deadly silence — having 
been awaiting for about half an Hour—we 
were startled at the sight of a very bright 
Flash of Light — which was repeated sev¬ 
eral times — Its vividness and suddenness 
so surprised Us that we gave a Muffled— 
OH!—After this preliminary—there appear¬ 
ed suspended in MID-AIR—a most Hideous 
IMAGE of a huge Monster in different 
Colors — it depicting the most terrifying 
grimaces and contorions—rapidly changing 
from reptile to man and octopus to crocodile. 
It was certainly the most terrorizing and 
frightful object I had ever seen or experi¬ 
enced—and I must confess that if I had been 
alone—would have been disposed to flee in 
terror. After it had been in operation a few 
moments—I told Lillian to Scream and keep 
it up—which she did. Quietly opening the 
Door—SWANKEE and I made a quick dart 
across the Hallway and suddenly bursting 
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into his Bedroom — there stood the Old 
VILLAIN beside a Device of which he was 
turning the Handle. He was caught in the 
ACT — and charging Him with attempted 
Murder of his Niece — by trying to frighten 
Her to Death—we handcuffed him—led the 
scoundrel to a Room and safely locked 

' therein — we returned to his Bedroom. I 
operated the incriminating Device whilst 
Lillian and SWANKEE viewed the Projec¬ 
tion in Her Room—SWANKEE then worked 
the Apparatus for me to view the Picture— 
all having a good look at THE PHANTOM 
IMAGE. We then inspected the appliance 
which consisted of a Motion Picture machine 
in combination with an x-Ray projector 
which propagated Light through barriers. 
The VILLAIN had Focussed the Picture at a 
Location in Mid-Air over the Middle of the 
BED — so that a person would See the 
Hideous IMAGE. 

Everything having ended so satisfactorily 
from our standpoint—we decided to have a 
little amusement of our own—so invited a 
few Neighbors to the Bedroom. I worked 
the Device—there were Screams aplently— 
and a quick Stampede and Exit—all being 
as Pale as Ghosts—I needed these People as 
Witnesses to tell the Court about what they 
had seen. In due time the Uncle appeared 
in COURT—to answer a Charge of attempt¬ 
ed Murder—which He emphatically denied, 
but Miss Lillian related her experience and 
the Court and Jury on Viewing the Hideous 
IMAGE as projected had no hesitation in 
bringing a Verdict of GUILTY. The judge 
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gave him a well deserved sentence of FIF¬ 
TEEN YEARS—and he admitted that he de¬ 
sired to gain Possession of his Niece s IN¬ 
COME for his own use. Miss Lillian and 
her Lover were Married and made their 
Home in Jamaica. Some Years afterwards 
I was engaged on a Big Robbery Case there 
—and visited them. During the time that I 
spent a very enjoyable WEEK there—we 
recalled the above Story—and the Husband 
realized that he had a very narrow escape 
of losing HIS FUTURE WIFE. 
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The Celebrated Dreamland Case 

One morning on looking through my Cor¬ 
respondence, I noticed in prominent type 
one marked PRIVATE. On opening, it read 
"Please call at my residence this evening 
about SEVEN o'clock—I desire to see you 
regarding a mysterious and very CONFI¬ 
DENTIAL Case." 

This message had the address and was 
signed by a well-known gentleman residing 
in an exclusive Millionaires' suburb. That 
evening I called—rang the Bell—and giving 
a fictitious name to the Butler who opened 
the door, was invited to enter, and present¬ 
ing my card to Mr. Belmont Dreamland, who 
exchanged greetings, we walked to the 
well furnished den. My host poured out an 
appetizing Liqueur and handed me a DE 
LUXE Cigar—which put us at ease. 

He said—I have a very distressing story 
of mystery—which I unfold in the strictest 
Confidence—for its effects my own Family 
—in fact—the one, dearest to me — My be¬ 
loved Wife. It is about Eighteen Years 
since first we met—she being the bautiful 
Daughter of Commodore Nipantuck, as you 
know — a very wealthy gentleman. We 
were married twelve months after our first 
Meeting. At that time I was the Manager 
of a Broker's Office — which position I at¬ 
tained, being promoted from Office Boy. My 
employer thought I had outstanding ability 
as a fudge of Fine Cotton—and considered 
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cm expert in predicting the possible Cotton 
Crop available from year to year — 
could correctly analyze the probable price 
fluctuations to a nicety — causing us to 
Finesse a Profit due to astute buying and 
selling. 

After our marriage, my father-in-law 
recognizing my ability, offered to FINANCE 
me in the Cotton brokerage business on my 
own account—which opportunity I grate¬ 
fully accepted. Within Five Years—being 
so successful I had repaid him all of his 
Capital advancement plus Five Per Cent In¬ 
terest—and in addition had accumulated a 
Snug FORTUNE of over Half a Million in 
Cash—due to my successful speculation in 
Futures. I have since that time increased 
my wealth until it is now well over the MIL¬ 
LION mark. We have Five Children — 
Three boys and Two girls—the elder one 
being Fifteen Years of Age. We have 
lived a most Happy and Ideal Life—up to 
about Five Years ago—when she began to 
act strange in her manner, ceasing to take 
any interest in her HOME—in and by which 
she is afforded every Luxury — I being a 
very devoted husband. She has become 
nervous and highly strung—Fretful, and her 
health has suffered a steady decline. 

About that time she began to stay from 
home all Night, returning the following 
day. These absentings occurred about every 
three months, but their frequency has been 
alarmingly increasing—until she now goes 
away every two weeks, and not coming 
back for three or four days. 
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I have asked — begged and implored of 
her to tell me where she goes, promising her 
my forgiveness—if she has wronged me— 
suggested taking her on a Sea Voyage—a 
Tour around the WORLD—but not a single 
word of explanation will she give. 

On returning from these periodical visita¬ 
tions— she appears somewhat dazed and 
stupefied. Her Mind seems clouded but 
she improves after several days. She, how¬ 
ever, never approaches her real self. Eats 
very little — passes restless nights—ramble 
in her sleep—and takes no interest in any¬ 
thing—in fact, she appears to be living en¬ 
tirely in a faraway World. She invariably 
returns practically penniless — although 
starting out with considerable money. The 
Jewelry in her possession she brings safely 
back. On the pretext of a friendly visit I 
have had the Family Doctor—bring along 
a Specialist and while they think she is a 
little peculiar and run down in Health, they 
do not think that her MIND or Brain is ser¬ 
iously effected. They have not, however, 
made a thorough check-up on physical or 
mental condition — only a cursory and 
superficial look over. I have not divulged 
my suspicions or made a confidant of them 
up to this time—that my Wife periodically 
disappears for several days at a time, or 
they might diagnose differently. 

Incidentally I notice a most strange Odor 
or smell when she returns. I am frantic and 
nearly distracted with grief, and it is so un¬ 
nerving me that I cannot devote my atten¬ 
tion to business. My one worry is about her 
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welfare — perceiving she is so rapidly 
worsening in Mind and Health—that I must 
find a solution to this grave situation, so I 
have called you in BIZ-QUIZ to see if there 
is any encouragement that you CAN and 
WILL solve this mystery for me—(and* with 
that he broke down completely and wept 
like a child.) 

Telling him of my sympathy he was 
greatly comforted when I opined it would 
not be very difficult for me to clear up the 
situation, and this assurance cheered the 
sad man. He said: I should like you to give 
your undivided attention to my wife's Case. 
The expense and time is no object what¬ 
soever. 

I asked Mr. Dreamland if he had any 
suspicions—and given me all the informa¬ 
tion he knew—as it would be of some help. 
Answering — He said he could not recol¬ 
lect anything more — he did however 
feel sure of one thing—There was not a 
MAN in the case. He remarked it had 
been a week ago since her last disappear¬ 
ance and expected she would go again in 
two or three weeks' time. 

I informed Belmont that he might see me 
sleuthing about his place from time to time 
—but to take no notice—saying I would re¬ 
port when I had made progress — which 
might lead to the solution of the unfortunate 
dilemma. Shaking hands and bidding fare¬ 
well, I retraced my steps homeward. Ar¬ 
riving and entering, I seated in my cozy in¬ 
spirational lounge—Lit my PIPE — and in 
thoughtful Meditation repeated to myself— 
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here is cm uncommon state of affairs—A 
Lady living in a fine Mansion—surrounded 
by every luxury—A devoted Husband— 
Five beautiful children — and everything 
that money could Buy — who secretly 
leaves the house—mysteriously vanishes to 
no one knows where—is gone several days 
and returns in a highly nervous condition, 
partially dazed — caring for nothing and 
having no interest in anything. 

It was a clear case of some kind of UN¬ 
DUE Influence—or some Craving Habit— 
that had caused this fine Lady to become a 
Mental and Physical Wreck. There was 
nothing to be done—except as a preliminary 
—to Shadow her movements—so with this 
analysis and intended procedure on my 
part—I enjoyed an appetizing dinner—had 
a silent smoke—and retired for the night 

After a refreshing all-night sleep, on 
awakening I dressed, went downstairs and 
ate a nice Breakfast of Bacon and Eggs—a 
well-flavored strong Cup of Coffee com¬ 
pleting the repast. 

I was well acquainted with Mrs. Dream¬ 
land by sight—she some years ago being a 
familiar Reigning Beauty and Society Lead¬ 
er—having in my line of business been to 
several Parties and Balls at which she was 
very prominent—being employed as a de¬ 
tective to look to the Safety of the jewels and 
other Valuables of some of my clientele. 
The following morning I went to the resi¬ 
dence—walking to and fro at a consider¬ 
able distance therefrom—and was in deep 
meditation — when my attention was 
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aroused by seeing an automobile drive to 
and stop in front of the door. A few moments 
elapsed, when Mrs. Dreamland exited and 
entered the CAR—which turned to the right 
and speeded towards Town. I hastily hail¬ 
ed a Taxi and slamming the door told the 
Chauffeur to trail her car. 

Arriving in town—her auto stopped—she 
alighted — and saying something to her 
driver, he drove away, after which she enter¬ 
ed one of the Exclusive Ladies' underwear 
establishments. I paid my man and 
shadowed the lady. There was nothing 
out of the ordinary to arouse my suspicion, 
and after ordering Goods at several count¬ 
ers she left the place—I following. 

Travelling on foot, keeping her in sight, 
she proceeded from street to street—towards 
a slum section of the city. Quickly glancing 
over her shoulder—to see if anyone was fol¬ 
lowing— she darted down a dark alley in 
the midst of Chinatown. I hastily followed,— 
and noticed she entered the seventh door 
on the east side of the dives. So stealthily 
and silently passing the place, I recognized 
it as one of several notorious Chinese dens 
—where Gambling and Opium Smoking 
were freely indulged in. Here—surprising¬ 
ly quick—I had traced her visiting place 
and the reason of her staying away from 
Home. 

It now was correct to deduce that she was 
an Opium Addict—a Slave to its Power and 
under the influence of these crafty Chinese. 
It is well known that some White Women 
frequent these Dives of corruption—and are 
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BIRDS-OF-PREY — for these despicable 
Chinese—and whilst so very easy for these 
monied Women to visit these Dives — and 
leave in safety — it has been known that 
many have been seen to go in those districts 
—and some have not returned. It has there¬ 
fore been surmised that they have visited 
the Dens — been robbed — and done away 
with—under very suspicious circumstances. 
What awful places these are for refined and 
cultured mortals to frequent puzzles in¬ 
telligent comprehension. It is however 
easily understandable—for the Craving be¬ 
comes such a Disease—the victims' will 
power being so weakened it becomes im¬ 
possible to resist returning to these Dens of 
Corruption and Misery where Life—Energy 
—Happiness and all that is worth living for 
is slowly and irresistibly SAPPED out of the 
helpless VICTIM, until at last they become 
Physical and Mental wrecks, when Death 
cuts short a miserable existence. My prob¬ 
lem now was to enter and devise a Plan of 
activity—fully realizing the risk and great 
danger in attempting such a hazardous ven¬ 
ture—knew from experience that I must be 
very—very crafty in all my movements. 

My object in entering was to rescue her 
under such exciting circumstances — that 
she would instinctly REACT to the real¬ 
ization of her perilous predicament—which 
would so vividly impress her — that she 
might accept well-meant advice and con¬ 
sent to be in the care of a trusted and kindly 
Nurse Companion—who would look to her 
welfare—and provide Cheery association 
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—until such times as the craving for Opium 
or other Narcotics had died away—and be 
restored to full health and strength and be 
her former seli 

My problem now was as to the best way 
to enter and rescue her in safety—to avoid 
being injured or killed in the hazardous 
plight On grave thought, I decided my 
best bet was to disguise myself as a Lady. 
In my favor was the fact that I had a clean¬ 
shaven feminine looking face—and being a 
fairly good MIMIC—could passably imitate 
a Woman's Voice—so I hastily returned to 
Town—and made up with Dress, Hat, VeiL 
False Wig, Ladies' Shoes and Umbrella— 
not overlooking my trusted Revolver—for I 
meant to put up a real Fight if the occasion 
called for it, and dispose of a few Chinese if 
necessary before they finished me. 

Before returning to the DIVE—I left a mes¬ 
sage at Headquarters for SWANKEE, my 
confidential assistant, to bring several of the 
toughest squad officers with him to the cor¬ 
ner of Lang Street at once—and keep his 
EYES well peeled on the Seventh Door on 
the East Side—giving him full instructions 
as to what to do as circumstances might 
arise—after which I hastily returned to the 
Slum Joint On arriving at the Dive I gave 
a sharp RAT, RAT, TAT, TAT on the Door— 
which was immediately opened by a grin¬ 
ning — high-cheek boned, sallow faced 
Chink, being shown into a small room which 
led into a larger one. 

Closing and locking the door behind me, 
a Chinaman came forward and queried— 
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been here before? I replied NO — Wcmty 
Opium PIPY? I said YES. Five Dollars 
please—which I paid. He then handed me 
a Pipe which I assumed was Opium pack¬ 
ed—after which I was ushered into the 
larger place. What a sight met my gaze. 
I shudder at the thought of it. The filthy 
stench, nauseating room was about five 
hundred feet square—around the sides of 
which were rows of wooden bunks. In the 
middle of the room was a Lighted Stove the 
heat from which made the place stifling and 
oppressively HOT. I gazed in astonished 
bewilderment at the sad spectacle — the 
pathetic picture showing probably two 
dozen well Dressed Women—each one hav¬ 
ing a separate bunk. Some were peace¬ 
fully sleeping—whilst others were in various 
stages of influence due to the Drug. The 
SIGHT beggared description—and I have 
very vivid and unpleasant recollections 
whenever I visualize the scenes. 

Casting a rapid glance around, I walked 
among the shelves that formed a Bed for the 
helpless Victims and soon found Mrs. 
Dreamland in a State of Stupor and pitiful 
condition reposing on a plank Bunk—and 
there being a Vacant next to—I reclined on 
the uncomfortable slab of wood—then craft¬ 
ily emptying the PIPE of its OPIUM, I refilled 
it with tobacco—and lighting it—placed my 
Trusted Revolver where it was within Handy 
reach—not forgetting to locate my UM¬ 
BRELLA close by and upright at the side of 
the WalL 

For some time I lay there and pondered, 
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thinking out a Plan for action—after which 
I pretended to doze off to sleep. Presently 
several Chinese entered — and going the 
rounds of the Ladies—they deftly and quick¬ 
ly relieved each one of all their money. I 
was robbed of Six Dollars—which I had pur¬ 
posely decoyed there. By this time—know¬ 
ing that SWANKEE and the Tough Brigade 
would be anxiously awaiting developments 
— here was I — among an outfit of wily 
Chinese and a Lady to rescue—under pre¬ 
arranged exciting and dramatic conditions. 

I must have lay there for upwards of an 
hour turning over in my Mind scheme after 
scheme that involved several different ways 
to rescue and escape—but they each had a 
weak spot somewhere. At last I decided to 
make a Bold Bid for the successful execution 
of the problem, so grabbing my trusted Re¬ 
volver and Umbrella, I hastily jumped to my 
FEET—grasped Mrs. Dreamland around the 
waist with my Left Arm and made a dash for 
the Door—at which instant it opened, I being 
confronted by several ferocious Chinese. I 
was completely nonplussed with the sur¬ 
prise. It was now a case of DO or DIE—and 
realizing it would be folly and courting 
trouble to run the GAUNTLET, I retreated to 
the rear end of the room—farthest away 
from the Door — still in possession of My 
Lady. They seeing that I was up to some 
Game, rushed towards me. I pointed my 
Revolver — One—Two—Three—Four—Five 
—Six—Seven. One dropped AT EACH 
SHOT—but alas—my Revolver was empty 
—and no chance to reload. The shots at- 
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tracted the attention of the Chinese in the 
other room—who rushed in to aid their Com¬ 
panions. I said to myself — NOW all is 
OVER—When I suddenly remembered the 
UMBRELLA—still in my grasp. QUICKER 
than a FLASH—I opened the TOP, which 
released a pressure Tube that Squirted a 
Liquid Spray in the direction of the oncom¬ 
ing Chinese—it covering them from head to 
foot — at the same time I placed over my 
nose and mouth and also Mrs. Dreamland, 
a Patent Respirator—of my own design. 

The Liquid rapidly Gassified—the Chinese 
running into the VAPOR ZONE were in¬ 
stantly unconscious. Knowing it meant cer¬ 
tain DEATH if the people inhaled it for more 
than a few moments—I laid My Lady in a 
comer of the room; and jumping over the 
prostrate bodies of the Chinese—darted for 
the Door—flung it wide open. Out in the 
street I bounded—and SWANKEE with his 
strong arm squad entered. Telling them 
to open all the Windows for fresh air ven¬ 
tilation—I found a hose pipe, and turning on 
the water, played it on the surprised 
Humans. Whilst I was watering, the Tough 
Squad certainly had a glorious time making 
Punching Bags of the Chinese — and they 
were a pathetic looking bunch of unrecog: 
nizable Yellow Dogs after the boys had 
strutted their rough stuff. On arriving at the 
Jail in the Police Wagon—the jail custodians 
sure saw an EYE-FULL. 

Mrs. Dreamland was revived under ex¬ 
citing conditions. Guiding her around to 
view the result of the strenuous episode and 
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her fortunate escape# I informed her that I 
was the world renowned detective BIZZY- 
QUIZZY—and had been hired to rescue 
her from these vile surroundings and den of 
vice. 

We hailed a taxicab and speeded to her 
HOME—being met at the Door by a Loving 
Husband and anxious Family—the welcom¬ 
ing and reunion of which is still vivid in my 
memory. 

I described to them all the incidents of the 
escapade. The shock of the experiences 
she had undergone REACTED in her Favor. 
And realizing the error of her ways—she re¬ 
ceived skilled Medical treatment. In a 
period of several Months had her Health 
fully restored. She is now the same beau¬ 
tiful—happy—loving Wife and Mother as of 
yore and they are the Ideally Happy Family. 

The publicity of my Mysterious Umbrella 
squirting Vapor and its influence on the 
Chinese increased my renown. Both Mr. 
and Mrs. Dreamland presented me with a 
very substantial CHEQUE—and I frequently 
receive grateful Letters of remembrance 
from them# in which they never forget to say 
how thankful they are to BIZZY-QUIZZY. 
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The Mystery of Barton 
One morning—hurrying to Town—to in¬ 

vestigate a big robbery case—a young gen¬ 
tleman, about 20 years old, stopped me and 
asked: Are you not Detective BIZ-QUIZ? I 
replied—YES. He said—having had a very 
unusual experience last night I decided to 
seek your aid. I asked if it was very urgent. 

es he answered. So proceeding to one 
of my guests Clubs and sitting in a secluded 
comer, I invited him to unfold his storv 

When my father. Colonel Truelov^died 
~be {£ft a fortune of Seven Hundred and 

_DolJars—made out of the 
EAST INDIAN Trade. Being a widower 
with three Sons—my eldest brother Fred 
was, at father's death, nineteen, William 
was seventeen, and myself, Charles, 15. We 
had a Cousin—Percy Truelove—the only 
son of my father's favorite brother_on 
whom fortune had not brightly shined. 
. crther s WILL read — that each of us 

three boys was to receive an equal one-third 

I™ n/i? *5 business' Plus one-third of the 
3>/5U,000 and accumulated interest as each 
reached the age of Twenty-one. Mecm- 
•ru was f° bave an allowance of 
Three Thousand Dollars a year until coming 
of age-—and then get his one-third share. 
-2"“*“ ^ercy was always a favorite of 
rather s but no provision was made for 
hun—except—in case of the death of each 
or all before attaining the age of 21—that 
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his share would revert to Percy—so that if 
we all died he would come into the whole 
fortune. Percy was several years older 
than Fred—and we not wishing to ignore 
him—employed him in the firm—with light 
duties and short hours at a salary of Two 
Thousand Dollars per annum—who being 
jovial good company, he was invited to live 
in the Homestead. 

All went well. Brother Fred was within 
Three Weeks of his Twenty-first Birthday. 
We made elaborate preparations for the 
auspicious occasion, the old Hall being 
renovated and newly furnished. Percy was 
detailed to supervise the alteration and 
decorating the building—in which he was 
interested—and spent the best part of three 
months' time during the fixing up. It was 
modernized with Electric Light equipment, 
including ventilating fans, etc. Fred—in 
good health — retired to bed about three 
weeks befqre his coming of age—the next 
morning he was dead in bed. 

I remember it so vividly — because I 
thought of having heard one awful shriek. 
I listened—after the sudden awakening no 
more noise disturbed the night's silence, so 
thinking I may have been dreaming—turn¬ 
ed over and went to sleep—but as narrated, 
the next morn poor Fred — not coming to 
breakfast — we knocked at his bedroom 
door. Receiving no reply, we entered, and 
found him dead in bed. There apparently 
had been no struggle—looked as though he 
had peacefully passed away. At the Cor¬ 
oner's inquest—the cause of death was cer- 
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tified heart failure. We buried him—his 
sudden demise casting great gloom on the 
Estate and in the village—where he had 
been a great favorite. 

My bedroom was adjoining Fred's— 
brother William and Percy's being in other 
parts of the Hall. In due course Percy re¬ 
ceived Fred's share of the estate. Elapse 
of time lessened our grief for him. Another 
two years passing by — and William was 
neanng the age of twenty-one—but owing 
to Fred's untimely death William decided to 
go on a Continental Tour for several weeks 
—instead of having the festivities at home. 
Cousin Percy suggested that he accompany 
him—and needing pleasant companionship 
fell in with the idea—we all giving them a 
good sendoff. 

Receiving their letters regularly—one was 
delivered informing us that William was 
dead—he having slipped down the Hotel 
Stairs—and fracturing his skull—never re¬ 
gained consciousness. He was brought 
home, and buried in the family Vault with 
Fred. Percy explained—chatting together 

on coming downstairs he became dizzy— 
stumbled and feU from top to bottom-with 
fatal results—Percy saying he did his best 
to save him but failed. 

I am alanned because of the coincidence 
of Fred cmd William deaths happening on 
the eve of their twenty-first birthday. I am 
“ % c°“7“ced |hat Percy is responsible for 

ca]amiUes- I have lately been 
troubled with a very severe cold—leaving 
me with cm irritating cough—which is. re- 
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lieved when I get out of bed and walk 
about the room. I do not usually turn on 
the Electric Light—having a small night 
light burning—thus the room is in semi¬ 
darkness. Last night—having one of these 
soothing walks—being out of bed about 
fifteen minutes—and feeling better—was 
getting into bed—when something contact¬ 
ed my body, appearing to be a long round 
rod or bar. Feeling around, I could not lo¬ 
cate anything—in the dim light—nothing 
could be seen—but I am certain I heard a 
faint buzzing noise—as though something 
was revolving—so I got out of bed—turned 
on the Light—searched the room—under 
the bed—all the comers and everywhere— 
but not a trace of anything out of the or¬ 
dinary could I find. 

I may have been mistaken — probably 
having brushed against something—but I 
feel so suspicious—having a feeling not all 
is right—especially due to the fact I am with¬ 
in one month of becoming of age—also the 
vivid recollection of my two brothers' deaths 
—I sleeping in the same room and bed that 
was Fred's—I feel an irresistible urge to tell 
of my misgivings and seek your aid. Being 
so unnerved after last night's experience, I 
could not rest, so I boarded a train to visit, 
and have a conference. 

Charles narrative so impressed me—the 
circumstances and coincidence being fertile 
for suspicion — I confirmed his idea that 
there was some ground for an investigation 
—telling him I would take the case at once 
—which relieved him of immediate anxiety. 
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Unhooking the Phone—I dialed 3665 main. 
BIZZY talking—is that SWANKEE (my con¬ 
fidential assistant)—Replying, Yes, I said: 
Please inform Taylor that BIZ cannot take 
the big robbery case for several days—if he 
cannot await, to detail another man. 

Perusing my Time Table—looked up a 
train—there was one scheduled for Barton 
Hall at Ten o'clock—a ride of two hours. 
Also there was a 10:30 train from Barton to 
town—arriving at 12:30 I asked Charles 
what time Percy went to business—he said 
—usually came in the afternoon for a few 
hours. 

It being imprudent to visit the Hall—I be¬ 
ing a stranger—would be seen and excite 
suspicion—on the way to the R. R. Station— 
I sent him a radiogram: Percy Trulove, Bar¬ 
ton Hall, Barton—Please be at your office— 
one o'clock today—sure—to meet a gentle¬ 
man on urgent business—Signed lohnson. 

It being then about 9:30—it would give 
him time to dress and board the only train 
possible—the 10:30 arriving at 12:30—and 
our trains would pass in opposite directions. 
The earliest train by which he could return 
was 3 o'clock—arriving at 5 p.m.—the inter¬ 
vening time — providing several hours to 
sleuth. On the way to the R. R.—I called at 
the CLUB—located SWANKEE—requested 
him to come along—called at a shore store 
—and purchased a pair of leggings. At the 
R. R. Station I purchased tickets for us both 
—boarded the train and awaiting pulling 
out—said to Charles—I see it was raining 
—the roads at Barton—very muddy — and 
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raining heavily when you left. He asked— 
how could I know that—it being a sunshiny 
day in town. By observation—his shoes 
were mud covered—and the nap on his coat 
was pitted with rain drops — which is the 
reason I bought the leggings—so unfasten¬ 
ing the parcel—I fitted them to my legs. He 
said—you sure will need them—we have a 
muddy hike—for a mile or so. 

The train pulled out—I queried Charles— 
along essential sleuth lines to get detailed 
information of the locations of rooms and a 
mind's eye set up of the house. He told me 
Percy's and his rooms were on opposite 
sides of an intervening hall-way—which 
dispelled any idea of secret connection with 
adjoining rooms. 

Whilst Charles and Swankee were at 
chat—I being in deep meditation—the train 
stopped—and we alighted—having a brisk 
rainy tramp—arrived at the Hall. Entering 
—we shook the rain from our coats. 

Percy had departed for town—so we sat 
down and had some fine EATS—after which 
we walked over the house—thus gaining a 
visible plan of the layout. Entering Charles' 
bedroom I made a thorough search—the 
antique wooden bed was screwed to the 
floor. We looked in every nook and comer 
from floor to ceiling — hammering every 
inch of wall for hollow spaces — for trap 
doors and used a magnifying glass to per¬ 
ceive any cuts in the wall paper—without 
any tangible clues. Thinking that Charles 
must have been mistaken in his suspicions 
—I was impulsed to inspect Percy's bed- 
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room. Instructing Swankee to remain in 
Charles room — we entered his room— 
across the hall-way—giving it the once over 
_could find nothing to excite curiosity — 
when a nest of Electrical Switches arrested 
my attention—so being inquisitive, snapped 
each one in turn. Several controlled Bed¬ 
room and Hall Lights—there was however 
—one that was dead or spare. Swankee 
excitedly rushed in the room—shouting he 
had made a discovery. We all darted into 
Charles' room — having left the dummy 
switch in circuit—and perceived a long hol¬ 
low revolving steel shaft—protruding from 
an outlet in the wall — set at an angle of 
about 45 degrees—the end of which was 
buried in the bed. On examination it re¬ 
vealed a sharp needle—provided with shut¬ 
ters that automatically opened and closed. 
During its revolution emitting a faint buzzing 
sound. Tracing the device it outlet into the 
room through an invisible hole — so re¬ 
versing the switch it gradually reversed in 
direction and disappeared from view. In 
the hall-way there was a painted flue that 
extended into the loft above the ceiling— 
thus concealing the apparatus—which was 
operated by a small Electric Motor—that 
functioned to cause a longitudinal traverse 
cooperated with the revolving. The needle 
had a hollow chamber—containing a liquid 
—retained by the sealing vanes. To test 
the device I took a strip of wood and at¬ 
tached a big piece of bacon—placing it in 
the bed—the switch was turned—the wall 
hole opened—the shaft emerged—and the 
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needle contacted the bacon — the valves 
opened and a fluid injection punctured the 
bacon—which changed in COLOR. 

Suspecting Poison — I loosened the slab 
from the board—sealed it in a package and 
secreted it for future use. Nothing more 
could be done until the return of Percy—I 
deciding to challenge him at that time. It 
being three o'clock—we had until five be¬ 
fore his appearance. During the wait—I 
narrated some of my narrow escapes from 
harm—outlined my plans—and analyzed 
Percy's murder scheme. 

Peering out of the window — Percy was 
seen approaching the house—so sending 
Swankee to Charles' room—to await events 
—Charles met Percy as he entered—telling 
him the gentleman was there to see him. He 
entered and we were introduced under an 
assumed name—I explained to him—I de¬ 
cided to visit at the house—being doubtful 
if the Radio Gram reaching him in time to 
make the 10:30 train. 

Charles entered the room—as per an ar¬ 
ranged plan—who suggested we all go to 
his room—a combined sitting and bedroom. 
After a little talk about the weather — 
Swankee and I—on each side of Percy— 
Charles excused himself and went into 
Percy's room—who snapped the Switch— 
the device operated to perfection—and on 
emerging — all seeing the appliance — I. 
looking at Percy — said my name is BIZ- 
QUIZ—he turned ghastly pale — put his 
hand to his head—swooned and fell to the 
floor with a dull thud. 
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Reviving him with Smelling . Salts — I 
charged him with the attempted murder of 
Charles—he plead GUILTY. Also with the 
murder of Fred—which he stoutly denied— 
so we had Fred's body exhumed. An an¬ 
alysis of the remains disclosed a deadly 
poison—similar to that found in the bacon. 
The evidence of workmen proved he had in¬ 
structed them to build the shaft tunnel—and 
a search of the drug stores recorded the pur¬ 
chase of deadly drugs — a short time pre¬ 
vious to Fred's demise. 

The evidence being so conclusive — he 
was locked in jail—on a murder charge— 
brought to trial—the jurors had no difficulty 
in Percy's guilt—there being a motive for 
the crime—and he suffered the death pen¬ 
alty. His estate procured by fraud and 
criminality—was adjudged to be the prop¬ 
erty of Charles and all right, title and inter¬ 
est was vested in him as the sole Heir— 
brought about by a varied but logical se¬ 
quence of circumstances. A few weeks 
elapsed—I received an expensive Diamond 
Stick Pin — and Five Thousand Dollars— 
Swankee was given One Thousand Dollars. 
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Sting-Em Attack Cured Um 
Due to the fact that "hold-ups" were very 

prevalent—hardly a night passing when 
one or more experiences were not reported 
to the Police—this unpleasant notoriety 
caused the appearance of an Editorial 
captioned—STREET BANDITS—as follows: 

"Woman slugged by hold-up"—the head¬ 
lines appeared again yesterday and it and 
its kind have received publicity much too 
often in our local news column. Admitting 
it is difficult for the Police to run down the 
bandits, due to a combination of circum¬ 
stances—including vague descriptions of 
their assailants by the unfortunate victims. 
Another reason the holdup gang are diffi¬ 
cult to cope with is that they are what might 
be called part-time bandits — probably 
legitamately employed but not hesitating to 
prowl about to attack defenseless women 
and take their purses or handbags—when 
they run short of cash. While it is difficult 
to catch up with these street meances—the 
fact that they pick on women might offer the 
police an idea or two—one being to make 
their activities more hazardous—by sending 
out decoys. In the meantime — women 
would exercise caution to avoid unneces¬ 
sary risks — and perhaps to carry an old- 
fashioned hat pin and practice up on jab¬ 
bing for the stomach—which undoubtedly 
would help some." 
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Being deeply impressed by this Editorial 
_I gave it considerable thought and de¬ 
cided to do my utmost to stop these fellows 
—knowing only too well—that if and when 
caught—the usual light jail sentence meted 
out to this type of cowardly criminal did not 
deter them when released—and they were 
of the repeater kind of law-breaker—which 
demanded that a severer means—based 
upon the principle—that the "punishment 
fits the crime" would undoubtedly prove a 
deterrent—so I switched off the Radio—re¬ 
filled and relit my pipe — crossed my legs 
—comfortably reclined in my roomy lounge 
chair—and concentrated on a plan that 
might prove effective — when my thoughts 
were diverted to an exhibition that I had 
promised to give at the Parish Church—of 
the control by invisible influences through 
intangible space—at which instant the idea 
flashed across my mind to teach the street 
desperadoes a lesson—so after finishing the 
smoking of my pipe of peaceful meditation 
—dusting away the ashes—arising from the 
chair of comfort—I put on my Hat and Coat 
—opened the front door, stepped to the car 
—jumped in—and speeded away to the 
large sporting goods merchant who carried 
a supply of everything needed by man. 
Parking in front—I alighted—entered the 
store—and walked to a section serving the 
goods I desired—where I purchased three 
boxes—each containing one hundred as¬ 
sorted sizes of well known teasers. Exited 
from the store, re-entered the auto and drove 
home—arriving there in time to partake of 
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a sumptuous dinner which smelled very ap¬ 
petizing—the aroma being enticing—I be¬ 
ing very hungry. For several months I had 
been experimenting on the control of cer¬ 
tain invisible phenomena—with the object 
of perfecting an ingenious device which I 
felt confident could be sold to a big Engi¬ 
neering Research Corporation for a con¬ 
siderable cash consideration—after I had 
proved its feasibility by an actual demon¬ 
stration—and at this time it was opportune 
to give a preview—there being great inter¬ 
est aroused by the publicity of the following 
announcement in die local press . 

Our fellow townsman BIZZY-QUIZZY the 
Great will appear at the Parish House, 7:30 
Wednesday evening to entertain the people 
with his Dancing Marionettes—that perform 
in space by an invisible influence—no wires 
—no mechanism—no fake—one of the mar¬ 
vels of the Age. There will be no charge 
for admission—but a collection will be taken 
up to help defray the expenses of our local 
Hospital. 

To test out the new device and see that It 
worked to perfection on the Monday night— 
two days in advance of the date of enter¬ 
tainment I considered it advisable to have 
a private one man show at the Parish House 
—so I packed up the complete outfit—and 
jumping into the Car—went to the Church 
—rigged the assembly—and testing—it was 
ideally responsive — the Puppets dancing 
and gyrating to my entire satisfaction—at 
the conclusion of which I repacked the de¬ 
vice and equipment into the grip—left the 
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Church — and re-entering the Auto was 
speeding for Home—the headlights in front 
—illuminating the roadway—when I per¬ 
ceived two fellows molesting a lone woman, 
with the intent of robbery. 

I turned the light glare towards the men— 
honked the horn—which startled the Ban¬ 
dits who ran away—turning my head to see 
that the woman was safe—I pursued the 
fleeing criminals up one street and down 
another and noticed them enter the side 
door of a tenement house in a low quarter 
of the town—they slamming the door with 
a loud bang, and then switched on the light. 

Stopping my Car—I dimmed the lights— 
cautiously crept unobserved to the house— 
and peering through the window noticed 
both fellows seated at a table—engaged in 
earnest conversation and apparently very 
nervous—I heard one say—we had better 
call this a night and stay under cover until 
this scare blows over. 

Deciding this was an opportune time for 
action—I returned to the Car—opened the 
door—entered—stepped on the Gas and 
speeded for home, arriving there in a few 
moments—I stopped—alighted—opened 
the door—entered the house—switched on 
the Lights—bounded upstairs—grabbed the 
teasers I had purchased a few days pre¬ 
viously—gathered all my apparatus—ran 
downstairs—left the house—placing all the 
devices into the Auto—and headed for the 
Bandits' hide-out—it not taking me long to 
arrive at the place—where I stopped about 
a block away. After alighting—I footed 
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my way to the den and sleuthing could 
easily see the two rascals—they having a 
bite to eat—which I knew would occupy 
them for some time—so I sauntered back to 
the Car, re-entered — unpacked and as¬ 
sembled the complete outfit—ready for im¬ 
mediate action—and alighting—locked the 
door—carrying the apparatus to the hide¬ 
out, chose a convenient location for activity 
and mounted it on a tripod I had for that 
purpose. 

Snooping around to discover the ideal 
place for action—I decided to shoot the 
works through one of the windows in a di¬ 
rect line with the dining table. So shifting 
the outfit thereto—closing the contact switch 
—the device torpedoed through and instant¬ 
ly released the "teasers” of about three 
hundred fish hooks of various sizes. Focus¬ 
ing the device—on turning the remote con¬ 
trol handle—a terrific bombardment mani¬ 
fested—of a massed frontal attack—by the 
swarm of hooks—that contacted the fellows 
—who non-plussed closed their eyes—and 
wildly waved their arms in frantic terror to 
protect themselves—but they were soon 
entangled with hooks that locked in the 
flesh (here is where the reader's imagination 
runs riot.) 

In painful terror they screamed for mercy 
—so I pushed my way into the room and told 
the fellows to be brave—whilst I phoned for 
the Police Ambulance—which on arrival— 
the officers were amazed to see the bandits 
tattooed by well anchored teasers. Each 
fellow was led to the ambulance and speed- 
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ed to jail—where the Police Surgeon and 
Nurse had some job to cut out the hooks and 
bandage the swollen eye-lids — ears — 
cheeks—nose — neck—arms and hands— 
and believe me—they were a pathetic look¬ 
ing pair of yellow dogs—really whipped 
curs. 

The next morning—appearing in Court a 
sorry sight to behold. The Judge could see 
that plenty had happened—so I explained 
the circumstances of the case—to which the 
fellows pleaded guilty. The Court com¬ 
menting that it was a self invited Mayhem 
experience, fully justified in the eyes of the 
Law—sentenced each to submit to a rock 
salt rub over the fish hook tattoo wounds so 
as to prevent infection and with a wry smile 
—said—to complete the punishment and 
eliminate future criminality — after which 
they were to be set free from custody. 

Awaiting their release—I told them I was 
BIZZY-QUIZZY the great, and invited them 
to see the Marionette show at the Church— 
so as to become familiar with the latest de¬ 
velopment in the control of invisible forces. 

At 7:30 Wednesday—there was a crowd¬ 
ed house—the people being amazed at the 
performing Puppets — who activated the 
most astounding dances and contortions— 
controlled by invisible and intangible 
means in space—the front row seats having 
been reserved for the two culprits—they be¬ 
ing pitiable objects of scrutiny. Inviting 
each to the stage for inspection by the crowd 
who had been entertained by a double- 
header. one the dancing show—the other— 
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what happened to women "hold-ups” I said 
the same ingenious device that controlled 
the dancers had activated the fish-hooks. 

In simple non-technical language I de¬ 
scribed the apparatus as being an arrange¬ 
ment of Electro-Magnetic valves — influ¬ 
enced by the Electrical energy flowing 
along the Power lines. By a multiple contact 
control — attractions—repulsions and intri¬ 
cate motions through space was possible by 
a simple mechanism—whereby the air was 
used as a float medium for the free mobility 
of objects made of certain metals that were 
responsive to influences—invisible and in¬ 
tangible. 

The fish-hooks were enclosed in a cello¬ 
phane carton—enclosed in a Torpedo tube 
released by the device. 

Inviting the two guest artists to speak a 
few words—one said—he had somewhere 
read "Vengeance is mine sayeth the Lord— 
the other fellow retorted—he had never read 
about human beings being caught by a 
swarm of movable fish-hooks floating in 
mid-air. 

It is to their credit that each—there and 
then became converted and are devout 
members of the Church. The public were 
so pleased they subscribed by collecting 
over Ten Thousand Dollars for the worthy 
Hospital Fund—and I got from the dual 
demonstration of my prowess and inventive 
device a sale of the Patent that netted me 
several Hundreds of Thousands of Dollars. 
Incidentally—there has not been any more 
hold-ups of defenseless women. Yes! Sting- 
Um—Got Um. Twas painful—but effective. 
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The Famous Black Pearl 
A Black Pearl of lustrous beauty—very rare 

— of untold value—had disappeared—be¬ 
longing to one of the Crowned Heads of 
Europe. Its sudden and mysterious flight had 
filled the Newspapers with its history and 
value—and many of the World's Detectives 
were scouting to recover the GEM. 

A reward of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND 
DOLLARS—for its return, and no questions 
asked—had brought no response. There 
were only two other Pearls of this size in ex¬ 
istence—this, the choicest of the three, had 
gone. A minute description of the GEM had 
been broadcasted world wide, and well 
known Jewellers and thieves were being 
watched day and night. 

Three weeks after its loss I received a letter 
from a well-known Foreign Consul located 
at Washington, which read: Detective Bizzy- 
Quizzy, please call on me at twelve tomorrow 
—without fail. 

On arrival I was ushered into the private 
Office of Count Cream Puff—who asked if I 
was at liberty to accept a very urgent case. 
I replied YES. He said—The Emperor of 
Brazil Nuts has lost the most prized Jewel in 
his collection—disappeared after a State 
ceremony—no one having the remotest idea 
of its whereabouts. Every likely place in and 
around the Palace has been searched, but 
not a trace of the GEM has been found—so 
we seek your aid, Bizzy, to see if you can 
bring your uncanny ingenuity to solve the 
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mystery. Expense is no object — we will 
double the reward and bestow on you a high 
Title of Honour. Here indeed was a Prize in 
the offing (which inspired me), so I asked the 
Count if it would be convenient for me to in¬ 
spect the apartment where the Bauble was 
last seen, and also search the Palace through¬ 
out Replying—You are at liberty to go any¬ 
where necessary to find the Treasure. That 
night I left New York and arriving at the 
headquarters of the Brazilian Embassy I pre¬ 
sented my card and credentials from the 
Cream Puff Count. 

Informing the Secretary that the solving of 
the problem was dependent upon caution 
and secrecy of sleuthing, I suggested that the 
Palace be evacuated of the retinue of officials 
and servants—which the Emperor authoriz¬ 
ed. So the syphocants, parasites, racketeers 
and hand-outs were sent away on an extend¬ 
ed vacation to a Country Seat. It was quite a 
sight to see the exodus of the Palace headed 
by Emperor Brazil Nuts—the Empress Ginger 
Bread—Master of the Hounds—Mistress of 
the Cats—The Groom of the Front Back Stairs 
—The Mistress of the Robes—Lady of the Bed¬ 
chamber—Custodian of the Linen—Silver 
Polisher—Boot Licker—Royal Jester—Mani¬ 
curist of the Horses' Tails—Chef—Potato Peel¬ 
er—Vegetable Slicer—Handbag Sycophant 
—Keeper of the Ginger Breads' PURSE— 
Trash Can Retreiver—Garbage Can Picker— 
Fan Bearer—Mosquito Swatter—The Lord 
High Flea Catcher of the Dogs and Cats—The 
Gold Custodian—The Maid Who Squirted 
Perfume on the Empress' Head—Butler— 
Boots Bell Hoppers — Winery Keyman — 
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Tanglefoot Spreaders—Mouse Trap Sleuth 
—and Rat Disturber. A fine display of MFR 
CENARY MYSTICS. (Really at" 

After this eye-full—the Secretary conduct¬ 
ed me throughout the numberless rooms of 
the Palace. Finally we inspected the Show- 
off Room—that had been the place of the 
Trinket Box—containing the Black GEM. The 
Crown JEWEL—the size of a gooseberry- 
reposed in a Plush-Lined Case—the Top rmrf 
Sides being of Heavy Polished strong plate 
glass—it resting on a Massive Table—sup¬ 
ported on a huge center leg—the foot of 
which branched out into four feet carved in 
the shape of a Lion's Paw, with huge claws. 

I made a minute search of the Case to see 
if the Gem might be hidden under the Lining 
—behind pictures—in every nook and comer 
—without any encouraging results. In deep 
meditation—analyzing the problem from 
every angle—I concluded the PEARL had 
been lost and not stolen. It would have been 
risky for anyone to have opened the Jewel 
Case and extracted the GEM without being 
seen by dozens of onlookers at the State Ball 
—and if stolen—it would probably have 
been returned — to collect the Reward — 
rather than risk the disposal of it through 
other channels. There being such a hue and 
cry for its recovery, it would have meant be¬ 
ing taken into custody, and no one would be 
likely to purchase such a notorious Treasure. 

From past experiences for missing Trea¬ 
sures—lost under similar circumstances—I 
was convinced it would be somewhere in the 
Palace, so I renewed the search with added 
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zeal—when the idea occurred to test out with 
my ingenious Electrical Device—which I set 
up in various locations—put it in operation 
but no response. The Secretary assisted me 
to empty the case of Crown Jewels—and I 
subjected the Table and Case to tests with 
several Gem finding devices. I thought I 
once heard a faint—Click—Click—but on re¬ 
peating the test—there was no indication— 
so concluded the clicks were imaginative. 

It was now approaching the third day 
when the tribe of the Palace's Penniless Para¬ 
sites were due to return—I was beginning to 
feel discouraged at not finding the lost Trea¬ 
sure, when I bethought of my new experi¬ 
mental liquid—perfected after years of ex¬ 
tensive research—it being a new chemical 
compound Liquid—which was extremely 
sensitive to color change when in the pres¬ 
ence of—and influenced by precious stones 
—it being color selective—and changed from 
Green to Red. 

The apparatus comprised a hollow tube— 
six inches long and one-half inch in diameter 
—filled with the secret liquid—I tested it in 
close proximity to the State Jewels—which 
responded by changing to a brilliant RED— 
and then returned to its original GREEN 
Color when taken from the influence ZONE. 
The delicate device having functioned to 
perfection, I carried it to several places in 
and around the room—with no response. 
Proceeding to the massive table supporting 
the Jewel Case, I perceived a slight change 
in the Liquid Color—and my heart gave a 
flutter of delight. The closer it was to the Case 
the more pronounced the color variation. I 
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scrutinized the cose—but no trace of the GEM 
was there. 

With the indicator I worked systematically 
from the Table Top, down the Leg—the color 
change increasing to a maximum vividness 
—locating a precious Stone. 

Taking the Jewel Case from the table—the 
leg was hollow—so tipping it upside down, 
bumping it on the floor, I was astonished to 
hear a rattle—and there dropped to the floor 
the BLACK PEARL. Shouting in great glee, 
the Secretary rushed in and was overjoyed 
at its recovery. 

The Table Top was not solid—the huge leg 
supported only a frame—and where the leg 
attached to the top there was a hollow over 
which the Jewel Case reposed—consisting of 
a lattice frame covered by the Velvet. By ac¬ 
cident or otherwise, there was an invisible 
SLIT—over the hollow leg. 

The night of the State Ball the Table and 
Case were removed from the center of the 
room to the side—its place when not on view. 
It was surmised the Case had been jolted and 
the Pearl fell into the hollow leg—where it re¬ 
posed in an unusual, but safe, place. 

It was a lucky find. I received the reward 
as promised—also the TITLE—and world¬ 
wide publicity of my wonderful GEM finding 
chemical. 
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The Green Carbuncle 
This magnificent GEM—of a Green Grass 

Color—the only one in existence—and 

sought for the World over by Dealers and 

Connosieurs. The OWNER—its lucky pos- 

sesor had been offered fabulous sums of 

money—but he had refused the tempting 

offers. 
To please interested people, he sometimes 

placed it on view. It was secreted in a small 

plush lined case—in a strong SAFE at his 

place of business. No one but the owner was 

aware of the location of the TREASURE—and 

being engaged in the shipping trade, to out¬ 

siders it was considered unlikely that such a 

valuable GEM was kept in his Office. 

The Stone had been willed to him by his 

Father—who obtained possession in a curi¬ 

ous way. Being a collector of Minerals and 

Geological specimens—one day, while pass¬ 

ing an antique store, he noticed in the win¬ 

dow several boxes containing Minerals, etc. 

Very old and dusty—they must have reposed 

there for many years—the contents being so 

thick with dirt it was very difficult to distin¬ 

guish the stones for classification. Brushing 

the dust from the boxes—and the dealer ask¬ 

ing a very low sum for the lot—he purchased 

—and took them home. Finding leisure time 

to Clean and Examine, he polished them one 

by one—and being an expert Mineralogist, 

he classified and catalogued the lot—placing 

all in the tray of a collector's cabinet. 

Whilst cleaning—he found an OVAL shap¬ 

ed stone of exceptional beauty—of a Green 
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Grass Color—which at first glance appeared 
to be a piece of glass. However, it being so 
unusual that any glass stones be amongst a 
collection of valuable Minerals — some of 
them being of great rarity—this one arrested 
his attention—so more closely scrutinizing 
the Green Stone—noticing its high polish and 
clear transparent color—uncommon Oval 
shape and dazzling Brilliancy—decided it 
was not glass—nor yet an Emerald—it not 
having any of this stone's characteristics— 
because this green GEM emitted such a 
blaze of light—being so full of fire—my Father 
gave it a most minute examination, tests, etc. 
—and referring to his authentic book on 
GEMS and precious stones—could not find 
any description of a stone of this kind. 

Being so puzzled, he decided to call on his 
friend Professor Wilmshurst—a recognized 
expert on precious Stones. The next mom— 
he carefully wrapped the Gem in cotton wool 
and carried it to his friend's house. Before 
showing it, he narrated the story of its pur¬ 
chase—the description of the stone and the 
tests he had conducted—the Professor being 
deeply interested—after which he unfolded 
the beauty for inspection. 

The expert carefully examined it with the 
naked EYE and by the aid of a powerful 
magnifying glass—testing its reflective and 
transparent properties — color—brilliancy— 
weight—hardness, etc.—at the conclusion of 
which he opined it was a Green Carbuncle— 
the only one in existence—the value of which 
was fabulous—in fact PRICELESS! 

This Treasured GEM had been the prized 
JEWEL—once owned by one of the Crowned 
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Heads of Europe. Many years ago it had 
mysteriously disappeared, and although a 
big reward had been offered for its return— 
it had never been recovered. 

This indeed was surprising news for my 
father—and so elated was he—the Professor 
reached a book from his library shelf— 
opened it and withdrawing a newspaper 
clipping—read aloud the following: 

The WORLD FAMOUS Green Carbuncle 
—the only one in existence—belonging to 
Emperor Boloney—has been lost or stolen. A 
reward of One Hundred Thousand Dollars is 
offered for its return—is of a green grass color 
—very transparent—a highly polished GEM 
—of great fire and brilliancy—oval shaped— 
about two inches along the major axis and 
one in its minor axis—weight 800 carats. 

After reading the advertisement—he care¬ 
fully measured the stone. On further exami¬ 
nation— pronounced it to be the missing 
treasure, and congratulated him on becom¬ 
ing the fortunate possessor. This information 
gratified my father, who was greatly excited 
—so thanking the Professor and bidding him 
farewell—carried it home—reposing the 
GEM in the locked box and place of safety. 

During my boyhood days—he occasional¬ 
ly showed me the stone—narrating the his¬ 
tory and with great emphasis—its great 
VALUE. Throughout his lifetime—he receiv¬ 
ed many letters from over the World—includ¬ 
ing the Crowned heads of Europe, who were 
very anxious to purchase—but he refused all 
offers. 

At his death, I became the owner, and for 
the first two years was pestered with letters 
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_offering to buy—but not being in need of 
Money—declined to sell. I frequently inspect¬ 
ed and admired its beauty—and it had safe¬ 
ly reposed here for many years. 

All was well until a few days ago; how¬ 
ever, the other morning I was amazed to find 
the place and office staff in great consterna¬ 
tion—an entrance having been forced—the 
safe blown apart—and all valuable, includ¬ 
ing the CARBUNCLE, had been taken. 

No one has been caught or arrested—the 
Police have no CLUE—and its loss is so great 
—I have called for your aid, BIZZY-QUIZZY, 
to see what you can do to solve the mystery 
—recover the TREASURE and bring the cri¬ 
minals to the bar of justice. 

Making a few pertinent enquiries—if he 
had any suspicions in any directions—he re¬ 
plied in the negative. However, I learned an 
important fact—the firm had been very busy 
the past few weeks—and had employed sev¬ 
eral additional men to do the laborious work 
of carrying heavy merchandise from room to 
room—packing and loading it on the trucks 
for shipment. Knowing little of the credentials 
of the help. Also was informed—since the 
robbery—that several of the men had quit the 
job—saying they had got permanent work 
elsewhere. 

Obtaining a description of the men as to 
height—weight—look—and general appear¬ 
ance—one of whom being a hunchback; that 
all were very friendly—and had been no¬ 
ticed to frequently converse in subdued voice 
—that no suspicion had at that time been 
aroused—because it was a common trait that 
certain cliques were pals. 
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The Hunchback interested me—getting a 
very good description—I bid my distressed 
client a cheery good day—said—I might 
have important developments shortly. So 
hurrying down the street—I opined the 
hunchback to be a well-known desperado 
criminal named Crack Crib Smith—and per¬ 
using my notes, was convinced he to be the 
man—and need not look further afield. 

I decided to sleuth Smith—get him—-and 
find out if he knew about the goods and Car¬ 
buncle. He was so desperate a character I 
phoned for SWANKEE (my assistant) to 
come down to assist me. On his arrival I in¬ 
formed him of my problem—-also unfolded 
my suspicions—and instructed him to be 
ready at short notice to assist me. 

Having a description of the lost loot—so as 
to weld a link in the chain of evidence, I went 
to all the pawnbrokers' shops to run down a 
clue of the stolen articles—not nothing tang¬ 
ible materialized. So I phoned to the Chief of 
Police of all the big Cities, explaining the 
case—and from Chicago the reply came that 
some loot had been pledged as described. 
On receiving this good news—Swankee and 
I boarded the next airplane to Chicago. On 
arrival we Taxied to the Chief of Police—who 
detailed a good Deputy to take us to the 
Pawn shop. We entered and explaining our 
errand, he produced the goods we were 
seeking. We told him to repose them safely 
to one side, until the Owner could come over 
to identify them. 

Asking him about the Green Carbuncle— 
he said it was not in pledge—but he had 
seen the GEM—the men claiming it to be a 
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Green Diamond—and desired a loan of FIVE 
HUNDRED DOLLARS—which he refused. He 
fully described the men—saying one was a 
hunchback. 

Leaving the pawn shop, I went to the 
town's hang out for criminals and found that 
three men—one a hunchback—had visited a 
Beer Hall, got drunk—that ended in a quar¬ 
rel and fight. The Police were called—they 
arrested the men—and took them to jail. On 
sobering, they gave fictitious names—saying 
they were from New York—and there being 
no information on the Police records of these 
men being wanted, they were set at liberty 
and floated out of town—so Swankee and I 
boarded the clipper to New York—it being a 
good guess that Hunchback and his com¬ 
rades were there with their ill-gotten gain. 

Realizing they were pretty tough—we pre¬ 
pared for any emergency—leaving nothing 
to chance—so on our arrival—I disguised in 
a false wig and beard, red hanky around 
neck—work clothes—and sleuthed the dives 
frequented by these fellows. I was walking 
down a narrow side street and spotted Smith 
in front—so dogging the prey—noticed he 
entered the Red Dragon—a Beer tavern of 
disrepute. In a few moments—I went in— 
and found Smith seated with several other 
fellows. He was flush with money—and 
treating the gang to drink—they appearing 
pretty groggy. I ordered a glass of beer. 
Taking a sip I left the joint—locating Swan¬ 
kee. In the meantime I had phoned for sev¬ 
eral burly Policemen—to be in signaling 

distance. 
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We entered—went to Smith—tapping him 
on the shoulder—said—I want you. He says 
—OH, YEAH—and moved for his shooting 
iron. Closing in on him—I shouted BIZZY- 
QUIZZY—pressing my right arm to side—it 
squirted an invisible spray—which entered 
Smith's nostrils—inducing temporary para- 
laysis. He fell helpless to the floor. In a 
twinkling the wrist bracelets were snapped 
—he reposed there until revived. 

All occupants made a dash for liberty—at 
the name BIZZY, but Swankee and the Cops 
entered — taking into custody the whole 
gang. I handcuffed the two accomplices 
needed—the rest were freed. 

The HUNCHBACK had come to conscious¬ 
ness—the three were taken and lodged in 
jail—charged with stealing property—in¬ 
cluding the GREEN CARBUNCLE. 

Several reputable witnesses testified they 
had seen the three men working at the ship¬ 
per's office—each of whom was identified by 
the Pawnbroker. 

Promising them leniency—provided they 
plead Guilty and restore the lost GEM—like 
sensible men, they avoided a lot of trouble, 
by coming through clean. 

The dehghted OWNER recovered all his 
property including the TREASURED GEM. 
He reimbursed the pawnbroker his money 
loan. Swankee and I, the great BIZZY- 
QUIZZY, received FIFTY THOUSAND Dol¬ 
lars in CASH. A very satisfactory solution to 
a knotty problem that could easily have re¬ 
sulted in bloodshed. 

Secreted under my RED HANKY was a 
new device—the SNOOZLE-PERCOLATOR, 
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an atomiser filled with a pungent non-poi- 
sonous liquid—acting as a NERVO-FLEXOR. 
The sprayer—connected to a tube provided 
with a pressure ball—under the arm pit— 
which released the sprayed liquid—to con¬ 
tact the victim. 

Having a vaselined cotton plug in my own 
nostrils—I was immune. 

A few days ago—meeting the shipper on 
the street—he informed me a Sale had re¬ 
cently been negotiated with the Maharagh of 
Timbuctoo of the GREEN CARBUNCLE for a 
Cash Payment of TWO MILLION DOLLARS. 
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SALUTATION 
The CURTAIN now falls on this STAGE 

of vivid imaginary MYSTICS — each AD¬ 

VENTURE having PAINTED a PICTURE 

for the Reader's VISUALIZATION. 

As LIGHT follows DARKNESS — when 

the SUN arises in the EAST — may the un- 

foldment of these stories be an ENLIGHTEN¬ 

MENT INTERLUDE to fulfil Mankind's need 

for RELAXTIVITY — from the Clouds of 

Gloom — to the SUNSHINE of a LIFE worth 

LIVING 

Bizz-Quizzy—W.R.B. 
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